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Abstract

To sustain growing food demand and increasing standard of living, global water use
increased by nearly 6 times during the last 100 years and continues to grow. As wa-
ter demands get closer and closer to the water availability in many regions, each drop
of water becomes increasingly valuable and water must be managed more efficiently5

and intensively. However, soaring water use worsens water scarcity condition already
prevalent in semi-arid and arid regions, increasing uncertainty for sustainable food pro-
duction and economic development. Planning for future development and investments
requires that we prepare water projections for the future. However, estimations are
complicated because the future of world’s waters will be influenced by a combina-10

tion of environmental, social, economic, and political factors, and there is only limited
knowledge and data available about freshwater resources and how they are being
used. The Water Futures and Solutions initiative (WFaS) coordinates its work with
other on-going scenario efforts for the sake of establishing a consistent set of new
global water scenarios based on the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) and the15

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). The WFaS “fast-track” assessment
uses three global water models, namely H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP. This
study assesses the state of the art for estimating and projecting water use regionally
and globally in a consistent manner. It provides an overview of different approaches,
the uncertainty, strengths and weaknesses of the various estimation methods, types of20

management and policy decisions for which the current estimation methods are useful.
We also discuss additional information most needed to be able to improve water use
estimates and be able to assess a greater range of management options across the
water-energy-climate nexus.
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1 Introduction

Water demand has been increasing and continues to grow globally, as the world popu-
lation grows and nations become wealthier and consume more. Global population more
than quadrupled for the last 100 years, currently exceeding 7 billion people. Growing
food demands and increasing standards of living raised global water use (∼withdrawal)5

by nearly 8 times from ∼ 500 to ∼ 4000 km3 yr−1 over the period 1900–2010 (Falken-
mark et al., 1997; Shiklomanov, 2000a, b; Vörösmarty et al., 2005; Wada et al., 2013a).
Irrigation is the dominant water use sector (≈ 70 %) (Döll and Siebert, 2002; Haddeland
et al., 2006; Bondeau et al., 2007; Wisser et al., 2010; Wada et al., 2013b).

As water demands approach the total renewable freshwater resource availability,10

each drop of freshwater becomes increasingly valuable and water must be man-
aged more efficiently and intensively (Llamas et al., 1992; Konikow and Kendy, 2005;
Konikow, 2011; Famiglietti et al., 2011; Gleeson et al., 2012; Wada et al., 2012a, b).
Increasing water use aggravates the water scarcity conditions in (semi-)arid regions
(e.g., India, Pakistan, North East China, the Middle East and North Africa), where15

lower precipitation limits available surface water, and increases the risk of being un-
able to maintain sustainable food production and economic development (Arnell, 1999,
2004; World Water Assessment Programme, 2003; Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b; Döll
et al., 2003, 2009; Kummu et al., 2010; Vörösmarty et al., 2010; Wada et al., 2011a, b;
Taylor et al., 2013; Wada and Bierkens, 2014). In these regions, the available surface20

water resources are often not enough to meet intense irrigation particularly during crop
growing seasons (Rodell et al., 2009; Siebert et al., 2010).

Planning for economic and agricultural development and investments requires that
we prepare projections of water supply and demand balances in the future. However,
estimations at the global scale are complicated because of limited available observa-25

tional data and the interactions of a combination of important environmental, social,
economic, and political factors, such as global climate change, population growth, land
use change, globalization and economic development, technological innovations, polit-
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ical stability and the extent of international cooperation. Because of these interconnec-
tions, local water management has global impacts, and global developments have local
impacts. Planning water systems without consideration of the larger system could re-
sult in missed synergistic opportunities, efficiencies, or lost investments. Furthermore,
climate change and other factors external to water management, such as the recent5

financial crisis and instability of food prices, are demonstrating accelerating trends or
more frequent disruptions (World Water Assessment Programme, 2003; Puma et al.,
2015). These create new risks and uncertainties for water managers and those who
determine the direction of policies that impact water management. In spite of these wa-
ter management challenges and the increasing complexity of dealing with them, only10

limited knowledge and data are available about freshwater resources and how they are
being used. At the same time, data collection and monitoring can be costly and bene-
fits and tradeoffs between investments in monitoring vs. investments in other types of
development should be considered.

The Water Futures and Solutions Initiative (WFaS) is a collaborative, stakeholder-15

informed, global effort applying systems analysis to develop scientific evidence and
tools for the purpose of identifying water-related policies and management practices
that work together coherently across scales and sectors to improve human well-being
through enhanced water security. A key, essential component of the WFaS analysis
is the assessment of global water supply and demand balances, both now and into20

the future, and the state of the art methods used to understand the extent of water
resource challenges faced around the world. This paper focuses on the estimation of
global, sectoral water use (i.e., withdrawals), a highly uncertain component of global
water assessments, and provides the first multi-model analysis of global water use
for the 21st century, based on water scenarios designed to be consistent with the25

community-developed shared socio-economic pathways being prepared for the next
IPCC assessment report.

This study contributes preliminary work toward the goal of improving our understand-
ing of global water use behaviour in order to assess tradeoffs and synergies among
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management options. It assesses the state of the art for estimating and projecting wa-
ter withdrawals regionally and globally in a consistent manner, providing an overview of
different approaches, the uncertainties, strengths and weaknesses of the various esti-
mation methods, and types of management and policy decisions for which the current
estimation methods are useful. A common set of water scenarios, developed by WFaS,5

is employed to compare resulting estimations of three different approaches. Additional
information and advances that are most needed to improve our estimates and be able
to assess a greater range of management options across the water-energy-climate
nexus are also discussed.

2 Review of current modeling approaches for global water use per sector10

To quantify available water resources across a large scale, a number of global hydro-
logical or water resources models have been recently developed (Yates, 1997; Nijssen
et al., 2001a, b; Oki et al., 2001). A few of the hydrologic modelling frameworks have
associated methods to estimate water demand, so that the supply-demand balances
can be assessed. Only a very limited number attempt to cover all of the major water15

uses: domestic, industrial (energy/manufacturing), and agricultural (livestock/irrigation)
uses. Three of these models, H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP are applied to the
analysis in this paper. In this section, the calculation of sectoral water use among the
three models is briefly discussed together with other modelling approaches (i.e., other
models). We refer to Sect. A in the Appendix for detailed model descriptions of the20

three models (H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP).
Alcamo et al. (2003a, b) developed the WaterGAP model (spatial resolution at a 0.5◦

by 0.5◦ grid or 55 km by 55 km at the equator), which simulates the surface water bal-
ance and water use, i.e. water withdrawal and consumptive water use, from agricultural,
industrial, and domestic sectors at the global scale. Döll et al. (2003, 2009) used an25

improved version of WaterGAP model (0.5◦) (Alcamo et al., 2007; Flörke et al., 2013;
Portmann et al., 2013) to simulate globally the reduction of surface water availability
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by consumptive water use. The differentiation between surface and groundwater as
the sources of water withdrawals were described in Döll et al. (2012) while a sensitiv-
ity analysis and latest improvements of the WaterGAP model can be found in Müller
Schmied et al. (2014). Later, Hanasaki et al. (2008a, b, 2010) and Pokhrel et al. (2012a,
b) developed the H08 (0.5◦) and MATSIRO (0.5◦) models respectively. Both models in-5

corporate the anthropogenic effects including irrigation and reservoir regulation into
global water balance calculations. Wada et al. (2010, 2011a, b, 2014a, b) and Van
Beek et al. (2011) developed the PCR-GLOBWB model (0.5◦) that calculates the wa-
ter balance and water demand per sector. The model also incorporates groundwa-
ter abstraction at the global scale. However, model uncertainty remains significantly10

large due to different modeling frameworks and assumptions among different models
(Gosling et al., 2010, 2011; Haddeland et al., 2011; Davie et al., 2013; Schewe et al.,
2014).

Most studies have focused on historical reconstruction of global water use for model
validation and so far very few assessments have been built on the Shared Socioe-15

conomic Pathways (SSPs) and the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
in combination to evaluate the impacts of global change on water resources (e.g.,
Hanasaki et al., 2013a, b; Arnell et al., 2014). Moreover, there are no assessments
that use a multi-model framework to investigate the future trends in global water use.
The Water Futures and Solutions initiative (WFaS; http://www.iiasa.ac.at/WFaS) coor-20

dinates its work with other on-going scenario efforts for the sake of establishing new
global water scenarios that are consistent across sectors. For this purpose, initial sce-
narios based on the SSPs and RCPs are being developed in the context of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 5th Assessment Report (AR5) (Van
Vuuren et al., 2011; Arnell et al., 2010; Moss et al., 2010). The WFaS “fast-track”25

assessment uses the three global water models that include both water supply and
demand, namely H08, PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP.
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This section investigates methods used for calculating water withdrawals in the dif-
ferent sectors, concentrating on how these methods are used in the WFaS “fast-track”
models to provide quantified scenario estimates.

2.1 Agriculture

2.1.1 Livestock5

Water is used for livestock in various ways, including for growing and producing live-
stock feed; for direct consumption by livestock; and for livestock processing. While
livestock water demand remains a minor, but rapidly growing sector in most countries,
there are exceptions, such as in Botswana where livestock water use accounts for 23 %
of the country’s total water use (Steinfeld et al., 2006). Livestock production systems10

are also well known for being significant water polluters (Steinfeld et al., 2006). In-
tensive and extensive livestock systems have vastly different livestock water needs. In
extensive systems, livestock are on the move, and often exposed to higher tempera-
tures, increasing drinking water demands; at the same time (Wada et al., 2014a, b),
these animals can meet a substantial share of this demand through foraging. In inten-15

sive systems, on the other hand, water use for cooling and maintenance can be far
larger than direct drinking water demand and livestock feed is generally provided as
dry matter meeting less of animal water demands.

Estimation of water use differs among approaches. Most global models include only
the direct animal watering or drinking component (Alcamo et al., 2003a, b). The In-20

ternational Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) uses consumptive use, rather than
withdrawals in estimating livestock water demand. Return flows to the surface water
and groundwater system are not calculated (Msangi et al., 2014). In PCR-GLOBWB
and WaterGAP, livestock water withdrawal (= consumption, no return flow) is estimated
by multiplying livestock numbers with water consumptive use per unit of livestock, in-25

cluding beef, chicken, eggs, milk, pork, poultry, sheep and goats. Global distribution
of major livestock types (cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats, pigs, and poultry) are usually
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obtained from FAO (2007). Livestock water demand is omitted in H08. Drinking water
requirements vary by animal species and age, animal diet, temperature and production
system. However, in current water models only drinking water requirements for differ-
ent livestock type under changing temperature has been included (Wada et al., 2014a,
b). In water embedded in various livestock feeds is part of rainfed or irrigation water5

demand, and maintaining feedlots, for slaughtering and livestock processing is incor-
porated in industrial water demand (Döll et al., 2009; Flörke et al., 2013; Wada et al.,
2014a, b).

2.1.2 Irrigation

Irrigation is particularly important as it comprises nearly 70 % of the total water use,10

which also has a large seasonal variability due to the various growing seasons of dif-
ferent crops. In addition, the irrigation water use varies spatially depending on cropping
practices and climatic conditions (Doorenbos and Pruitt, 1977).

In general, water use (=demand) for irrigation (WI) can be estimated by the following
equation:15

WI = AEI×UIA×WRCI× 1
IE

(1)

where, WI is the water demand for irrigation, AEI is the area equipped for irrigation
(hectare or m2), UIA is the utilization intensity of irrigated land, i.e. ratio of irrigated land
actually irrigated over extent of land equipped for irrigation (dimensionless), and WRCI
is the total crop water requirement per unit of irrigated area to be met by irrigation water,20

i.e. the difference between total crop water requirements and the part supplied by soil
moisture from precipitation (m). WRCI depends on climate, crop type, multi-cropping
conditions and can be affected by specific crop management practices (dimensionless).
IE is the efficiency of irrigation, that accounts for the losses during water transport and
irrigation application (dimensionless). IE is available per region and per country from25
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Döll and Siebert (2002), Rohwer et al. (2007), and Rost et al. (2008). Main parameters
to estimate irrigation water demand are further discussed.

1. Irrigation cropping intensity (∼ WRCI): is the total crop water requirement per unit
of irrigated area to be met by irrigation water, i.e. the difference between total crop
water requirements and the part supplied by soil moisture from precipitation (m).5

WRCI indicates the multiple use of irrigated land within one year, and is defined
as the ratio of harvested irrigated crop area to extents of actually irrigated land
equipped for irrigation (Fischer et al., 2007). Cropping intensity on irrigated land
generally depends on several factors: (i) the thermal regime of a location, which
determines how many days are available for crop growth and how many crops in10

sequence can possibly be cultivated, (ii) irrigation water availability and reliabil-
ity of water supply; and (iii) sufficient availability of inputs, agricultural labor and/or
mechanization (Döll and Siebert, 2002; Bondeau et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2007).
In case of terrain limitations for mechanization and labor shortages, e.g. due to
employment outside agriculture and/or low population growth, such economic rea-15

sons may not allow the realization of the climatic potential (e.g., such as has been
happening in some eastern provinces of China where multi-cropping factors have
been decreasing in recent years). In general, however, future changes in irrigation
intensity will tend to increase with warming in temperate zones, but may be limited
or even decrease where seasonal water availability is a major constraint (Wada20

et al., 2013b).

2. Utilization intensity of irrigated land (UIA): is given by the ratio of actually irri-
gated land to land equipped for irrigation (Fischer et al., 2007). There are (at
least) four factors that may affect actual utilization of areas equipped for irrigation.
First, in a context of increased competitiveness (e.g., due to sector liberalization)25

and possibly shrinking land intensity, actually irrigated areas may decrease more
than the area equipped for irrigation. Second, in a context where additional ar-
eas are equipped for irrigation to reduce drought risk, i.e. as a safeguard against
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“bad” years, the effect could be an increase of area equipped for irrigation but an
overall reduction of utilization of these areas, because such areas would not be
irrigated every year. Third, when water availability deteriorates (or cost of irriga-
tion/groundwater increases), farmers may be forced to reduce utilization of areas
equipped for irrigation due to lack of water supply. Fourth, it is conceivable that un-5

der poor economic conditions and incentives some areas equipped for irrigation
are not well maintained and may become unusable.

3. Irrigation efficiency (IE): measures the effectiveness of an irrigation system in
terms of the ratio of crop irrigation water requirements over irrigation water with-
drawals (Döll and Siebert, 2002; Gerten et al., 2007). Overall irrigation efficiency10

is a function of the type of irrigation used and the technology being used within
each type. Future changes will largely depend on investments being made to
shift to more efficient irrigation types and to updating each type’s technology to
state-of-the-art, and to some extent will depend on crop type (for instance, paddy
rice needs flood irrigation, for some crops sprinkler cannot be used, for some15

drip irrigation may be too expensive) and possibly new cultivation practices (Fis-
cher et al., 2007). Therefore, judging future irrigation efficiency requires an in-
ventory/estimation of the status quo (current distribution by type of irrigation and
crops irrigated) and a projection of future irrigation systems and related technol-
ogy assumptions. Current IE estimates are available per region and per country20

from Döll and Siebert (2002), Rohwer et al. (2007), and Rost et al. (2008).

4. Area equipped for irrigation (AEI): area equipped to provide water (via irrigation)
to crops. It includes areas equipped for full/partial control irrigation, equipped low-
land areas, and areas equipped for spate irrigation. Changes in a country’s area
equipped for irrigation will depend on several economic, technological and political25

factors, which determine the need, economic profitability and biophysical viability
of irrigation expansion (Freydank and Siebert, 2008). Key factors included among
these are: (i) availability of land and water, reliability of water supply and access to
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water, (ii) irrigation impact (achievable yield increase and/or stabilization of yields
and reduced variability), (iii) growth of demand for agricultural produce due to de-
mographic and economic changes, (iv) availability of land resources with rain-fed
potential for conversion to agriculture (where available, these might be preferable
and cheaper to develop rather than expanding irrigation), (v) existing current yield5

gaps in rain-fed and/or irrigated land, (vi) cost of irrigation, (vii) profitability, eco-
nomic means available and support policies to invest in irrigation, (viii) state food
security and self-reliance policies (Thenkabail et al., 1999; Siebert et al., 2005;
Rost et al., 2008; Portmann et al., 2010).

Various studies have applied Eq. (1), or variations of it, to estimate irrigation water de-10

mand globally in different ways (Smith, 1992; Döll and Siebert, 2002; Rost et al., 2008;
Sulser et al., 2010; Siebert and Döll, 2010). A summary of these studies, and the meth-
ods and associated parameters applied are shown in Table 1, with the methods used
in H08 (Hanaaki et al., 2010), WaterGAP (Siebert and Döll, 2010), and PCR-GLOBWB
(Wada et al., 2011a, b) are highlighted. In brief, H08 simulates crop calendar using15

climate conditions (Hanasaki et al., 2010), while PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP use
a prescribed crop calendar, such as that compiled by Portmann et al. (2010). Not used
in this study, but in the latest development, H08 (Hanasaki et al., 2013a, b) and PCR-
GLOBWB (Wada et al., 2014a) use an irrigation scheme that parameterizes paddy
and non-paddy crops. The scheme links with the daily surface and soil water balance,20

which enables a more physically accurate representation of the state of soil moisture,
and associated evaporation and crop transpiration. Common scenario projections of
future land use changes and irrigated areas are still being developed to make model
results comparable, given the variety and complexity of agricultural water use estimate
methods used. Agricultural water use for these models will therefore not be part of the25

discussion in this paper, but will be presented in a separate paper. Note that in the
WFaS “fast-track” scenario assumptions, we have already developed the storylines of
agricultural sector (see Appendix). To realize these scenario assumptions, key parame-
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ters listed in Eq. (1) and associated data are being developed along with the agricultural
storylines.

2.2 Industry

2.2.1 Primary energy extraction

Water is essential for the extraction of primary energy resources and increasingly in5

irrigation of biofuel crops. The most water-intensive aspect of biofuel production is
growing the feedstock (Moraes et al., 2011). The amount of water used may appear
minor at the global level but water requirements for biofuel production must be viewed
in the context of local water resources, especially when irrigation water is required.
The extraction of conventional oil and natural gas generally require relatively modest10

amounts of water. However, water requirements are growing considerably with expan-
sion into unconventional resources such as shale gas and oil sands, which are much
more water intensive (DOE, 2006). Many parts of the coal fuel cycle are also water
intensive, with consequences on local water resources.

There are limited approaches in use for calculating or projecting water demands for15

primary energy extraction or production. The International Energy Agency (IEA) uses
a comprehensive review of published water withdrawal and consumption factors for rel-
evant stages of oil, gas, coal and biofuels production to quantify water requirements
for primary energy production. Average water factors for production chains are typi-
cally obtained from the most recent sources available, and as much as possible from20

operational rather than theoretical estimates (WEO, 2012). These are then compiled
into source-to-carrier ranges for each fuel source and disaggregated by the energy
production chain and expressed as withdrawal and consumption, and applied for each
scenario and modelling region over the projection period. Normally, water withdrawal
and consumption factors for conventional oil and gas extraction are universal, whereas25

water factors for biofuels are location-specific given that irrigation water requirements
for biomass feedstock can vary depending on different regions.
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H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP used in this analysis do not specifically calcu-
late the water use for primary energy extraction, except for the agriculture water use for
energy crops. Other water use for primary energy extraction is lumped into aggregate
parameters of industrial and energy water use.

2.2.2 Electricity production5

Worldwide, freshwater withdrawals for cooling of thermoelectric (fossil-fuelled,
biomass, nuclear) power plants contributes to considerable parts of total water with-
drawals (627 km3 yr−1 in 2010) (Flörke et al., 2013). Compared with other sectors,
thermoelectric power is one of the largest water users in regions such as the United
States (40 %) (King et al., 2008) and Europe (43 % of total surface water withdrawals)10

(Rübbelke and Vögele, 2011). The total water withdrawn needed for cooling of power
plants depends mainly on cooling system type, source of fuel, and installed capacity.

In general, for estimating water withdrawals, a distinction is made between power
plants using once-through systems, which have high water withdrawals, and power
plants and recirculation (tower) cooling systems which require smaller amounts of sur-15

face water withdrawal, but water consumption is higher (due to evaporative losses)
compared to once-through systems (Koch and Vögele, 2009). Although hydropower
also consumes water due to evaporation in reservoirs (Mekonnen and Hoekstra, 2012)
and also requires sufficient water availability to maintain hydropower production lev-
els, we focus in this subsection on water demands for thermoelectric power, as this is20

overall the dominant water user for electricity.
There are different approaches varying in complexity and input data to quantify ther-

moelectric water use. Davies et al. (2013) and Hejazi et al. (2014) use GCAM to estab-
lish lower-, median, and upper-bound estimates of current electric-sector water with-
drawals and consumption for 14 macro-regions worldwide. More detailed approaches25

to calculate thermoelectric water withdrawal on power plant specific level, including
also installed capacity, river water temperature and environmental legislations, were
developed by Koch and Vögele (2009). Van Vliet et al. (2012, 2013) assessed the vul-
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nerability of thermoelectric power plants in Europe and the United States and modified
their equations for use on a daily time step to include limitations in surface water with-
drawal for thermoelectric cooling (see Eq. 2a and b). The equations show that during
warm periods water withdrawal q increases in order to discharge the same waste heat
load and maintain electricity production at full capacity.5

Once-through cooling systems:

q = KW ·
1−ηtotal

ηelec
·

(1−α)

ρw ·Cp ·max(min((Tlmax −Tw),∆Tlmax) ,0)
(2a)

Recirculation (tower) cooling systems:

q = KW ·
1−ηtotal

ηelec
·

(1−α) · (1−β) ·ω ·EZ

ρw ·Cp ·max(min((Tlmax −Tw),∆Tlmax) ,0)
(2b)

where q is the daily cooling water demand (m3 s−1), KW is the installed capacity (MWh),10

ηtotal is the total efficiency (%), ηelec is the electric efficiency (%), α is the share of waste
heat not discharged by cooling water (%), β is the share of waste heat released into
the air, and ω is the correction factor accounting for effects of changes in air temper-
ature and humidity within a year. EZ is the densification factor, ρw is the density fresh
water (kgm−3), Cp is the heat capacity of water (Jkg−1 ◦C−1), Tlmax is the maximum15

permissible temperature of the cooling water (◦C), ∆Tlmax is the maximum permissible
temperature increase of the cooling water (◦C), and Tw is the daily mean river temper-
ature (◦C).

In addition to water use modelling approaches, some studies have presented
overview tables of thermoelectric water withdrawal and consumption rates per technol-20

ogy and cooling system based on literature review (Davies et al., 2013; Gleick, 2003;
Kyle et al., 2013). These overview tables can provide a useful basis to establish water
demands for electricity on macro-level. The choice of which approach is most suitable
to estimate water demands for electricity strongly depends on the spatial and temporal
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scale, and the availability of input data. Use of water withdrawal or consumption rates
from integrated assessment models is mainly suitable for global and large-scale as-
sessments. Total industrial water demand estimates of water models such as H08 and
PCR-GLOBWB are also developed mainly for global assessments, as these estimates
are mainly derived based on country values of economic variables. WaterGAP is also5

a global water model, but originally uses power plant data aggregated to gridded level to
represent regional spatial variability in thermoelectric water demands. Power plant spe-
cific approaches, as presented by Koch and Vögele (2009) and Van Vliet et al. (2012,
2013) provide detailed estimates for thermoelectric water uses on high spatial and
temporal level, but also have high requirements with regard to input data (e.g., installed10

capacity, cooling system type, efficiency, water temperature, environmental legislation
of each power plant).

The WaterGAP model simulates global thermoelectric water use (withdrawal and
consumption) by multiplying the annual electricity production (EPi ) with the water use
intensity of the power plant (WIi ), which depends on cooling system and plant type15

(CSi ) (Vassolo and Döll, 2005; Flörke et al., 2013). The total annual thermal power
plant water withdrawal (TPWW) in each grid cell is then calculated as the sum of the
withdrawals of all power plants within the cell. The WaterGAP model uses the World
Electric Power Plants Data Set of the Utility Data Institute (UDI, 2004) to obtain power
plant characteristics (i.e., cooling system and plant type). Flörke et al. (2011, 2012)20

further developed this approach for gridded projections of future thermoelectric water
demands in Europe by including rates of technological change (TchTPi), resulting in the
following equation.

TPWW =
n∑
i=1

EPi ·WWIi (CSi ,PTi ) ·TchTPi (3)

where TPWW is the total annual thermal power plant water withdrawal in each grid25

cell (m3 yr−1), EPi is the electricity produced by thermal power plant i within the cell
(MWhyr−1), WWIi is the power plant specific water withdrawal intensity (m3 MWh−1)
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which depends on cooling system (CSi ) and plant type (PTi ), and TchTPi the tech-
nological change for water cooling in thermal power plants (dimensionless). n is the
number of stations in the grid cell.

All three models used here calculate both water withdrawal and water consump-
tion for industrial uses. They also all consider technological and structural changes5

in their simulation of future industrial water use. While WaterGAP makes a distinction
between thermoelectric and manufacturing water use and calculates them separately,
the other two global water models, PCR-GLOBWB (Van Beek et al., 2011; Wada et al.,
2011a, b) and H08 (Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b) calculate aggregated industrial water de-
mands only. H08 calculates future water use driven by total electricity production, while10

PCR-GLOBWB uses GDP, total electricity production, and total energy consumption.
Industrial water use is calculated for individual countries with subsequent downscaling
to a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid. While H08 downscaling is according to total population distribu-
tions, PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP (in the case of manufacturing water use) down-
scale to urban areas only. It should be noted that the differences in these approaches15

can result in significantly different projections even with the same set of scenario as-
sumptions. The results of WaterGAP simulation, in particular, may differ substantially
for regions where cooling water use for thermal electricity production or manufacturing
water use has a large proportion of the total industrial water use.

2.2.3 Manufacturing20

Large-scale or global water models, including H08 and PCR-GLOBWB, estimate an ag-
gregated industrial water use (manufacturing and energy production combined) (Shen
et al., 2008; Wada et al., 2011a, b; Hanasaki et al., 2013a, b). Hajezi et al. (2014)
enhanced the GCAM model to calculate manufacturing water withdrawals as the dif-
ference between total industrial water withdrawals and the energy-sector water with-25

drawals for fourteen regions for the base year 2005. The energy-related water with-
drawals are simulated by the same model. Further, estimates of manufacturing water
consumption are based on an exogenous ratio of consumption to withdrawals given
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by Vassolo and Döll (2005). For future periods the base year manufacturing water
withdrawals and consumption are scaled with total industrial output. Past and future
freshwater use in the United States has been reported from Brown et al. (2010) for
the different water-related sectors, describing the estimation of future water use to
the year 2040 by extending past trends. Manufacturing and commercial withdrawals5

are projected based on estimates of future population and income and assumptions
about the rate of change in withdrawal per dollar of income. Specifically, withdrawals
are projected as: population times (dollars of income/capita) times (withdrawal/dollar of
income).

H08 and PCR-GLOBWB lump manufacturing and energy water withdrawals into ag-10

gregated industrial water withdrawals. In this analysis, only WaterGAP calculates water
use of the manufacturing and thermoelectric sectors separately (Flörke et al., 2013).
Manufacturing water withdrawal (MWW per year) is simulated for each country annu-
ally by using a specific manufacturing structural water use intensity (MSWI, m3 (USD
const. year 2000 of base year 2005) multiplied by the gross value added (GVA) per15

country and year (t) and a technological change factor (TC) to account for technologi-
cal improvements to safe water.

MWWt = MSWI2005 ·GVAt ·TCt

[
m3

year

]
(4)

Manufacturing water consumption is calculated for the time period 1950 to 1999 on
the basis of consumptive water-use coefficients from Shiklomanov (2000a, b). For the20

years 2000 to 2010, manufacturing water consumption is calculated as the difference
between manufacturing withdrawals and return flows, which are derived from data on
generated wastewater (Flörke et al., 2013). For future projections, scenario-specific
consumptive water-use coefficients can be derived according to the future pathway as
well as technological change factors.25
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2.3 Households (domestic sector)

Domestic water use account for 12 % of the global total (Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b;
Flörke et al., 2013; Wada et al., 2014a, b). However, available global models and sce-
narios of domestic withdrawals are limited. Earlier attempts to model domestic water
withdrawal are summarized in Table 2.5

The WaterGAP model was the first global water model that included a sub-model to
project future domestic water use globally at grid-scale resolution (Alcamo et al., 2003a,
b). WaterGAP uses a multiple regression model with population and GDP per capita as
independent variables. Historical change in domestic water use are explained by cate-
gorizing them as structural and technological changes. Structural change refers to the10

observation that water use intensity, or per capita water use, grows rapidly for countries
with low but increasing income, and slows down in countries with high income. Tech-
nological change is the general trend that water use for each service becomes smaller
over time due to improvement in the water use efficiency of newer devices. One of the
key challenges of this approach is calibration of the parameters. Sufficient amounts of15

reliable data are essential for calibration, although published historical time series of
water withdrawals are limited for many countries. Alcamo et al. (2003a, b) calibrated the
key parameters regionally using the data compiled by Shiklomanov (2000) and nation-
ally where data were available. Flörke et al. (2013) updated the model and parameters
by collecting country-level domestic water use data for 50 individual countries and 2720

regions. Wada et al. (2014a, b) developed a similar model as Alcamo et al. (2003a, b)
and Flörke et al. (2013) and projected national domestic water withdrawal for the whole
21st century.

Shen et al. (2008) proposed a model with different formulations from Alcamo
et al. (2003a, b). They assumed that the future water use level of developing countries25

will converge with that of present developed countries as economic growth continues.
They first plotted per capita GDP and water use at present by countries. Then they
adopted a logarithmic model and regressed with the data which represents the present
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global relationship between per capita GDP and water use. Hayashi et al. (2013)
adopted the same model as Shen et al. (2008) while they made regression separately
from urban and rural areas since the accessibility to tap water is substantially different.
Because their models do not require historical time series data of regions and coun-
tries, it is easy to calibrate the model parameter. In contrast, the results are presented5

under a strong assumption that the path of growth in domestic water use is globally
uniform.

The estimated model parameters mentioned above represent historical relationships
between domestic water withdrawal and socio-economic factors. It remains uncertain
whether maintaining these parameters throughout the 21st century is a valid approach,10

since future scenarios such as SSPs depict substantially different future conditions.
Hanasaki et al. (2013a, b) developed a set of national projections on domestic water
withdrawal globally for the 21st century based on the latest developed SSPs. They
adopted a model similar to Alcamo et al. (2003a, b) and prepared parameter sets
mainly based on literature review that are compatible with the five different views of15

a world in the future as depicted in the SSPs. Although including arbitrariness in pa-
rameter setting, this approach enables to project water use for the world which is sub-
stantially different from that realized in the past.

In the current analysis, H08 uses the method described by Hanasaki et al. (2013a,
b), PCR-GLOBWB uses Wada et al. (2014a, b), and WaterGAP uses the method de-20

scribed in Flörke et al. (2013) (see Table 2). In contrast to the industrial sector, the
methods applied by the three water models to calculate domestic water use are simi-
lar, and are driven primarily by population numbers while based on per capita water use
(or withdrawal) intensities. All three models calculate both water withdrawal and con-
sumptive water us, the latter subtracting the return flow to the rivers and groundwater.25

National numbers of domestic water use are distributed to a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid according
to the gridded total population numbers for all three models. H08 primarily uses popula-
tion numbers and per capita water use as input socio-economic variables. WaterGAP is
driven by population numbers and GDP per capita, while PCR-GLOBWB is also driven
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by population numbers, but additionally considers GDP, total electricity production, and
energy consumption for the calculation of per capita water use and associated future
trend similar to the water use intensity calculation in the industrial sector (see Sect. A in
the Appendix). In addition, assumptions on technological change rates are considered
by all three models whereas WaterGAP also takes into account structural changes.5

2.4 Environmental flow requirements

As pressure grows on many of the world’s river basins, it becomes increasingly crit-
ical to balance the competing needs among different water use sectors and ecosys-
tems. Environmental flows refer to the amount of water that needs to be allocated
for the maintenance of aquatic ecosystem services (Dyson et al., 2003; Pastor et al.,10

2014). Various factors contribute to the health of river ecosystems, including discharge
(streamflow), the physical structure of the channel and riparian zone, water quality,
channel management, level of exploitation, and the physical barriers to connectivity
(Acreman and Dunbar, 2004; Smakhtin et al., 2004, 2006).

Early definitions of environmental flows were premised on the importance of main-15

taining a fixed minimum flow, but all aspects of a flow regime (including floods, medium,
and low flows) are important, and changes to any part of the regimes may impact or
influence the overall ecosystem and provision of ecosystem services (Pahl-Wostl et al.,
2013; Acreman and Dunbar, 2004). Environmental flow requirements should therefore
not only address the amount of water needed, but also issues of timing and duration20

of river flows (Smakhtin, 2006). In order to accommodate these seasonal and inter-
annual variations, environmental flow requirements must vary over space and time in
order to meet and supply the ecosystem services as outlined by various stakeholders
(Pahl-Wostl et al., 2013). Action on environmental flow requirements have been offset
and limited by (1) lack of understanding of environmental flow benefits, (2) uncoordi-25

nated management of water resources, (3) low priority given to environmental flows in
allocation processes, (4) limiting environmental flows to low flow requirements, (5) not
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paying attention to the impacts of too much water, and (6) the difficulties of coordinating
complex environmental flows (Richter, 2009).

Estimated calculations of environmental water requirements (EWRs), which are the
sum of ecologically relevant low-flow and high flow components to ensure a scenario
of “fair” ecosystem service delivery, vary depend on hydrological regimes, but are gen-5

erally in the range of 20–50 % of renewable water resources (Smakhtin et al., 2004).
They are highest in the rivers of the equatorial belt (Amzaon and Congo), where there is
stable rainfall, and for river systems that are lake-regulated (Canada, Finland), or those
that are influenced by a high percentage of groundwater generated baseflow (northern
and central Europe, or swamps (Siberia). However, estimates of EWRs are much lower10

for areas with highly variable monsoon-driven rivers, rivers of arid areas, and those with
high snowmelt flows (Asia, Africa, and Arctics). Varying, simplistic approaches have
been used to estimate EWRs. In IMPACT, for example, environmental flow is specified
as a share of average annual runoff (Rosegrant et al., 2012). When data are unavail-
able in a particular Food Producing Unit an iterative procedure is used. The initial value15

for environmental flows is assumed to be 10 % with additional increments of 20–30 %
if navigation requirements are significant (for example in the Yangtze River basin); 10–
15 % if environmental reservation is legally enshrined, as in most developed countries;
and 5–10 % for arid and semi-arid regions where ecological requirements, such as salt
leaching, are high (for example, Central Asia) (Rosegrant et al., 2012).20

The H08 method uses an empirical model that estimates the amount of river dis-
charge that should be kept in the channel to maintain the aquatic ecosystem, which is
based on case-studies of regional practices, while the river discharge should ideally be
unchanged for the preservation of the natural environment (Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b).
PCR-GLOBWB equates EFRs to Q90, i.e. the streamflow that is exceeded 90 % of the25

time, following the study of Smakhtin et al. (2004). WaterGAP also follows the method
of Smakhtin et al. (2004), but also incorporates the concepts of hydrological variability
and river ecosystem integrity. This paper focuses on domestic and industrial use and
therefore EWRs will not be analyzed with the results.
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3 Application of future water demand modeling for the Water Futures and
Solutions (WFaS) Initiative

3.1 The WFaS scenario approach

Within WFaS, qualitative scenarios of water availability and demand are being devel-
oped that are broadly consistent with scenarios being developed for other sectors and5

that incorporate feedback from stakeholders where possible (Fig. 1). In the first step
(“fast-track”), the SSP storylines, already the result of a multi-year community effort
across sectors, have been extended with relevant critical dimensions affecting water
availability and use. The SSPs offer the possibility for experimentation by a wide range
of researchers extending the “original” SSPs in various dimensions (O’Neill et al.,10

2015). However, SSPs were developed by the climate change community with a fo-
cus of the key elements for climate policy analysis, i.e. less or no information is given
related to the water sector. Therefore WFaS has extended SSP storylines and has
developed a classification system, called Hydro-Economic (HE) classes to describe
different conditions in terms of a country’s or region’s ability to cope with water-related15

risks and its exposure to complex hydrological conditions, which affect its develop-
ment in the scenarios (Fischer et. al., 2015). Critical water dimensions have been as-
sessed qualitatively and quantitatively for each SSP and HE class (classified using
GDP per capita and four indicators describing hydrologic complexity). Several climate
and socio-economic pathways are being analyzed in a coordinated multi-model as-20

sessment process involving sector and integrated assessment models, water demand
models and different global hydrological models. Integration and synthesis of results
will produce a first set of quantified global water scenarios that include consistency in
climate, socio-economic developments (e.g., population, economic, energy) and water
resources, with this paper focusing on aspects of water demand.25

The focus of this chapter is to describe the water demand modeling, i.e. the under-
lying drivers and assumptions as well as the model results. The WFaS assessment
has initially employed a “fast-track” analysis to produce well-founded yet preliminary
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scenario estimates following the SSP storylines and to apply available quantifications
of socio-economic variables and climate model projections of the RCPs from the Inter-
Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISI-MIP; Warszawski et al., 2014).

3.2 Scenario assumptions for the WFaS “fast-track” analysis

In WFaS the SSP narratives were enriched with relevant critical dimensions of the main5

water use sectors agriculture, industry, and domestic for the development of a first set
of assumptions applied in global water models. This is achieved for various conditions
in terms of a country or regions ability to cope with water-related risks and its ex-
posure to complex hydrological conditions. For this purpose a Hydro-Economic (HE)
classification has been developed assigning each country in a two-dimensional space10

of coping capacity and hydrologic complexity (see Sect. B in the Appendix). Critical
water dimensions were evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively for each SSP and
HE class classified with GDP and available renewable water resources (Fischer et al.,
2015). In the WFaS “fast-track” analysis we have selected three SSP based scenarios
for the quantification of spatially explicit global water use until 2050 using the state-15

of-the-art global water models H08 (Hannasaki et al., 2008a, b), PCR-GLOBWB (Van
Beek et al., 2011; Wada et al., 2014a), and WaterGAP2.2 (Flörke et al., 2013; Müller-
Schmied et al., 2014). These SSPs were chosen to envelop an upper (SSP3-RCP6.0),
a middle (SSP2-RCP6.0), and a lower (SSP1-RCP4.5) range of plausible changes
in future socio-economics and associated greenhouse gas emissions based on data20

availability of SSP scenarios when the WFaS “fast-track” analysis was conducted. Ta-
bles 3 and 4 summarizes quantitative scenario assumptions applied in the water model
calculations. The Appendix Sect. C summarizes how we generate scenario assump-
tions based on SSP and HE classification.

Note that future land use changes including irrigated areas and livestock numbers25

according to the new SSP scenarios are still under development, therefore, we were
not able to include irrigation and livestock sector in this “fast-track” analysis. For a com-
prehensive assessment of future irrigation under the latest RCP scenarios, we refer to
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Wada et al. (2013b) who used a set of seven global water models to quantify the impact
of projected global climate change on irrigation water demand by the end of this cen-
tury, and to assess the resulting uncertainties arising from both the global water models
and climate projections. In addition, due to limited data available for future ecosystem
service, we did not include the assessment of environmental flow requirements. We5

refer to Pastor et al. (2014) for a comprehensive assessment of global environmen-
tal flow requirements. Thus, here we primarily focus on the industrial (electricity and
manufacturing) and domestic sectors.

4 First global water use model intercomparison

Using an ensemble of three global water models: H08 (Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b),10

PCR-GLOBWB (Wada et al., 2010, 2011a, b, 2014a), and WaterGAP (Müller Schmied
et al., 2014; Flörke et al., 2013), here we analyze the characteristic behavior of sec-
toral water use (=withdrawals), based on various input data and associated scenario
assumptions described above. Note that although global water use models estimate
sectoral water use at a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid, all results are presented at a country scale15

since the scenario assumptions for technology and structural change are also consid-
ered at a country scale and the future change in water use intensity is most obvious at
this scale. Note that hereafter SSP scenarios denote the WFaS “fast-track” scenarios
according to Tables 3 and 4 (see also Appendix Sect. C), rather than the original SSP
scenario descriptions (O’Neill et al., 2015).20

4.1 Industrial sector

Ensemble results of global industrial water withdrawals highlight a steep increase in
almost all SSP scenarios (Fig. 2). Global withdrawals are projected to reach nearly
2000 km3 yr−1 by 2050, more than double the present industrial water use intensity in
2010 (850 km3 yr−1). A different trend can be seen in a reduction of water use (40 %)25
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projected by H08 for SSP1 compared to PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP, which project
about 50 and 100 % increases, respectively. Under the SSP2 and SSP3 scenarios, the
results are more consistent. Global industrial water withdrawal is projected to increase
by 70–120 % under the “business-as-usual” SSP2 scenario and by 45–120 % under
the “Divided world” SSP3 scenario. H08 results show the largest range among the SSP5

projections, falling between a −40 % decrease (SSP1) and an 80 % increase (SSP3).
PCR-GLOBWB has a relatively a narrow range between an increase of 50 % (SSP1)
to 70 % (SSP3). The range is even narrower for WaterGAP with an increase of 105 %
for SSP1 and 119 % for SSP2. By 2050 WaterGAP projects the largest net increase
under SSP2, while the other models project that under SSP3.10

In order to investigate reasons for the major differences among the three global wa-
ter models we now scrutinize regional trends in industrial water withdrawals projections
under the same sets of SSP scenarios. Figure 3 shows regional trends in projected in-
dustrial water withdrawals among the three models to highlight the uncertainty in water
use projections. We selected regional major water users with significant different pro-15

jections across the three models. Each country has been assigned to a HE classifica-
tion (Sect. B in the Appendix), for which a consistent set of socio-economic scenarios
and assumptions for technological and structural change has been developed under
each SSP (see Tables 3 and 4). In the mature, industrialized economy of the USA and
Germany, the projected industrial water withdrawals exhibit a steadily decreasing trend20

toward the year 2050 for almost all projections. However, H08 features an increasing
trend (after a sharp drop in 2020) for both countries under the SSP3 scenario.

For the emerging economies (China, Brazil, and Russia), the ensemble projec-
tions show large differences among the three global water models. WaterGAP projects
a much larger net increase in industrial water withdrawals for China and Brazil by 205025

under all SSPs, while H08 results show a net decrease under SSP1 (China, Brazil,
Egypt and Russia) and SSP2 (Brazil and Russia). PCR-GLOBWB follows a similar
trend with WaterGAP for China and Russia, but shows a much lower net increase for
Brazil compared to WaterGAP. For PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP, the relative increase
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is similar for China and Russia. However, the different quantities of industrial water with-
drawals at the starting year of the simulations lead to large differences in the absolute
amounts by 2050 among the water models (due to the use of different datasets at the
reference year of 2005). This is particularly obvious for Russia where industrial water
withdrawals differ by a factor of four at the reference year between PCR-GLOBWB and5

WaterGAP. H08 results show a decreasing trend for SSP1 in these countries as shown
in the global trend. The higher industrial water withdrawal estimated by WaterGAP in
emerging economies is often due to an increase in manufacturing water use. H08 and
PCR-GLOBWB do not disaggregate the industrial sector into manufacturing and ther-
mal electricity, which results in a homogeneous response in projected trends among10

these sub-sectors. In India, Brazil, and China where economies are projected to grow
rapidly in the coming decades, industrial water withdrawals are projected to increase by
more than a factor of two by 2050. Here H08 again shows a decreasing trend for India
and Egypt under SSP1, while PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP project a steep increase.
For WaterGAP, the large increase in industrial water withdrawals is partly explained15

by a sharp increase in manufacturing water use. In Saudi Arabia, the use of different
datasets for the reference year causes a large spread in the ensemble projections. The
net decrease in projected industrial water withdrawals is estimated by PCR-GLOBWB
and WaterGAP, while H08 alone shows an increasing trend under all SSP scenarios
considered.20

4.2 Municipal (domestic) sector

Figure 4 shows ensembles of global domestic water withdrawal projections from the
three global water models. Due to the rapid increase in world population, ensemble
results among the three models show a sharp increase in domestic water withdrawals
under all SSP scenarios. Depending on the scenario, global volume is projected to25

reach 700–1500 km3 yr−1 by 2050, which is an increase of 50 to 250 % compared to
the present water use intensity (400–450 km3 yr−1 in 2010). In contrast to the industrial
sector, the models agree in projecting a consistently increasing trend for future domes-
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tic water use by 2050, with a minor exception for WaterGAP which projects a slight
decrease in domestic water use after 2040 under the SSP1 scenario. However, com-
pared to the present water use, WaterGAP still projects a 70 % increase by 2050 under
SSP1. However, PCR-GLOBWB projects a much higher increase in domestic water
use by 2050 compared to H08 and WaterGAP. The increase by 2050 ranges between5

40 and 70 % (SSP1), 70 and 140 % (SSP2), and 90 and 150 % (SSP3) for H08 and Wa-
terGAP respectively. For PCR-GLOBWB, the increase is projected to be much higher
and reaches 170 % (SSP1), 230 % (SSP2), and 250 % (SSP3).

Model results are shown in Fig. 5 for domestic water withdrawals for the same set
of countries as shown in the industrial sector (Fig. 3). Although the agreement among10

modeled trends is high for the global sums, trends are not clear on the country scale.
For example, for the USA and Germany, the projected trends in domestic water with-
drawals show different signals by 2050 across the models. H08 projects an steadily
increasing trend for both countries under all SSPs. For WaterGAP, the domestic water
withdrawals are projected to increase up to 2020 or 2030, but decreases thereafter un-15

der all scenarios as a result of structural change and population development. The de-
crease is much larger under SSP1 where the domestic water withdrawals are projected
to decrease by 10–20 % compared to the present water withdrawal. PCR-GLOBWB
projects for the USA a rapid increase in domestic water withdrawals by 2050 under all
scenarios, but for Germany only a moderate or negligible increase under SSP1 and20

SSP2 and a large increase under SSP3.
For China, Brazil, India, and Egypt, ensemble projections show rather a consis-

tent pattern across the models. For those countries, present domestic water with-
drawals share altogether one-third of the global total and population is projected to
grow more rapidly than other countries. H08 projects an increasing trend by 2050 un-25

der all scenarios, but the increase is much larger for SSP2 and SSP3 than SSP1. For
PCR-GLOBWB, the projections show a steep increase under all scenarios. There is
a pronounced increase in countries with large population growth (China, India, Egypt,
Brazil), where the domestic water withdrawals are projected to quadruple in almost all
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scenarios and models. In Brazil WaterGAP shows a similar increasing trend with PCR-
GLOBWB. However, the increase in domestic water withdrawals is much milder for the
other countries in WaterGAP, particularly after the 2030s where the domestic water
withdrawals start decreasing for China, India, and Egypt under the SSP1 scenario due
to a stabilization or decreasing trend in population. For Russia, PCR-GLOBWB projects5

a pronounced increase which is similar in China, Brazil, India, and Egypt under all sce-
narios, while H08 and WaterGAP show rather a constant or decreasing trend towards
2050 under almost all scenarios, except a slight increase under the SSP3 scenario
for H08. Similar to the industrial sector, the initial value at the reference year (2005)
has a large difference between PCR-GLOBWB and the other two models, leading to10

a large spread in absolute values by 2050. This is also the case for Germany, but
between WaterGAP and the other two models. The ensemble projections show a con-
sistent pattern for Saudi Arabia among the three models under all scenarios, where
domestic water withdrawals are projected to increase by 100–200 % until 2050 due to
a growing population.15

5 Discussion: sensitivity of modeling approaches on the results

Our first global water use model intercomparison shows a remarkable difference among
the three global water models (H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP) used, despite ef-
forts to harmonize the socio-economic drivers (population, economy, and energy use)
and the assumptions for technological and structural changes. Thus our current ca-20

pability for providing consistent messages concerning future global water use remains
uncertain. For the domestic sector, the direction of ensemble projected water with-
drawal trends are in good agreement across the models at the global level, although
significant differences exist regionally (e.g., China, India, Russia). However, projected
global and regional industrial water withdrawals are substantially different among the25

models. Here we discuss different sources of the uncertainty causing the large spread
in ensemble water use projections. We also suggest methods to reduce uncertainty in
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global water use modeling and hence improve the robustness in following WFaS water
use projections for the 21st century.

A major difference among the employed water models relates to the sector specific
details and the number of input socio-economic variables employed in the calculation
procedures. As discussed in the method section (Sect. 2), existing global water mod-5

els use different methodological approaches to estimate sectoral water use. This is
also true for the three water models applied in this study. As previously noted, H08
and PCR-GLOBWB determine water use for an aggregated industry sector. However,
H08 uses primarily total electricity production, while PCR-GLOBWB uses GDP and
total energy consumption in addition to total electricity production. For H08 and PCR-10

GLOBWB, these variables are used to estimate the future change in water use intensity
by constructing the future trend, rather than actually calculating the absolute amount of
industrial water use. In contrast, WaterGAP separates water use for thermal electric-
ity production (e.g., technologies and cooling system types) and manufacturing, and
uses those for the calculation of absolute amounts of these industrial sub-sectoral wa-15

ter uses for each year. This results in more complex functions where either electricity
water use or manufacturing water use can dominate the future change in industrial
water use. For example, projected industrial water use is dominated by the manufac-
turing sector in Brazil, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Mexico, and by the thermal electricity
sector in China, the USA, and Canada. In the H08 and PCR-GLOBWB models de-20

tailed changes in manufacturing or thermal electricity water use cannot be captured.
Although estimated water use intensity by H08 and PCR-GLOWB has been validated
and compared well with reported statistics (e.g., FAO AQUASTAT, EUROSTAT, coun-
try statistics) for a historical period (e.g., 1960–2010), this may not be suitable for fu-
ture assessments which use diverse ranges of scenarios (e.g., SSPs) and associated25

assumptions on socio-economic and technological change. A simple approach may
neglect future dynamic changes in sub-sectoral water use within the industrial sector.
For example, SSP scenario narratives correspond to different sources of energy and
changes in the economy including the structure of GDP. This may result in large vari-
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ations of sub-sectoral water use intensity across countries, that can be important to
capture regional water use characteristics.

In addition to the different methodological approaches, we found that the use of dif-
ferent datasets for the reference year (2005) causes a remarkable difference in future
amounts of industrial water use. In H08, industrial water use at the reference year5

(2005) is globally 10 % lower compared to PCR-GLOBWB and 20 % lower than Wa-
terGAP, i.e. meaning that the models start their simulations from a different starting
point. The difference among the models is less obvious for the domestic sector (±5 %).
H08 and PCR-GLOBWB project the same future trend in industrial water use, however,
the use of different datasets for the reference year (i.e., the starting point) immediately10

impacts the results and subsequent amounts of future water use. This was clearly
demonstrated in some countries such as Russia and India. Although we harmonized
the model drivers of socio-economics (GDP, population, energy) and assumptions on
technological and structural change, the use of the same reference dataset was not
considered in the WFaS “fast-track” assessment. This is partly due to a lack of avail-15

able data for many countries of the world on water withdrawals and consumptive use,
particularly in industry. Locations of water users, water efficiency technological changes
over time, and quantities of water withdrawals are largely unknown, and although the
general factors that influence water demand are known, we often do not have enough
information to show statistical significance.20

H08 and PCR-GLOBWB estimate their initial water withdrawal based on the widely
used AQUASTAT data from the FAO. AQUASTAT compiles country reported statistics
of sectoral water use including a quality check. In WaterGAP the initial water use for
the year 2005 is based on a separate compilation of statistical sources from individual
countries. Reasons for apparent differences between these two approaches, both using25

statistical data reported by countries, were not investigated and are therefore unknown.
Improvements in available data could be achieved by bottom-up assessments such as
investigation of individual water uses within the sectors and their influence on the total
water demand for that sector. For example, household water uses for toilets, show-
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ers, washing machines, and dishwashers can be assessed along with technological
changes in the appliances leading to improved water use efficiency over time, meth-
ods that are being investigated in the WaterGAP modeling framework. For industry the
information sources used for water footprinting can be applied to better estimate water
uses for different types of industry. Environmental economic accounting systems and5

water extended input-output modelling can provide data sources of water use intensi-
ties across sectors and can be used to assess changes over time in these industries.
Applying this at the global scale may be challenging and involve significant data com-
pilation work. Nevertheless, the use of the same reference dataset for the start year
could be considered in the next water use model intercomparison. Improved informa-10

tion can lead to the use of global water models for policy guidance and assessment of
water management.

Using different sets of socio-economic driver variables also results in significant
differences. Future trends in industrial water use projections are similar among the
three models for developed countries that correspond to the HE-2 classification (e.g.,15

USA and Germany). H08 projects a decreasing trend under SSP1 for those emerg-
ing economies that correspond to HE-1 and HE-4. Apparently, projected increases in
total electricity production are counterbalanced by assumed improvements in water
use intensity due to technological changes. In contrast PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP
project a consistently increasing trend under the same scenario due to increasing GDP.20

However, it should be noted that the composition (sub-sectors) of GDP in the “Sustain-
ability” scenario SSP1 is not known. There are some differences in projected trends
between PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP, but these are mainly attributable to the dif-
ference in sub-sectoral water use calculation (aggregated vs. disaggregated). The use
of different socio-economic variables such as GDP and energy consumption creates25

a different trend in PCR-GLOBWB and WaterGAP compared to that in H08. This was
also the case for the domestic sector in which PCR-GLOBWB projects much higher in-
crease in water use intensity by 2050. GDP projections in the SSP scenarios increase
significantly for almost all countries, particularly in emerging economies. The increase
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in total electricity production is much milder due to improvement in energy use intensity
(i.e., higher electricity production per unit energy use), and technological and structural
improvement. The calculation of (sub-)sectoral water use intensity using different sets
of socio-economic variables should be further investigated.

While the discussion above has focused on the difference in water use projections,5

there are also many regions where the estimated signals or trends are in agreement
across the water models. Figure 6 shows global maps of projected domestic water
withdrawals calculated by the three models. Since the projected trends and variability
among the models are rather similar under the three SSP scenarios, here we show
only the projections under the SSP2 scenario and we refer to Sect. D in the Appendix10

for the results of the SSP1 and the SSP3 scenario. For the domestic sector, the model
agreement is rather high for almost all countries under the present condition (CV<
0.3). However, by 2050, the ensemble projections diverge and the model agreement
becomes much lower for some countries such as Russia, China, Australia, and some
countries in Central Asia (e.g., Afghanistan) and Africa (e.g., Ethiopia).15

The model agreement for the industry sector is low (CV> 0.5) for the current con-
ditions in many countries (Fig. 7). By 2050, the spread across the models becomes
even wider for many countries in Asia, Africa, and South America by 2050 (CV> 0.75).
For both the industrial and domestic sector, the model agreement is particularly high
for countries in North America (e.g., the USA), Western Europe (e.g., Germany), and20

Japan both for present condition as well as the future projections (CV< 0.3). These
are countries, where long time series of measured data do exist. Despite the differ-
ences in methodology and input data, the water models produce a smaller range in
industrial and domestic water use projections for these countries compared to coun-
tries in the developing world and emerging economies. Thus future changes in water25

use projections of industrialized countries are apparently more robust. We consider
the following reasons for attributing a higher confidence in future water use calcula-
tions of developed countries: (i) the scenario assumptions (i.e., technological changes
according to SSPs narratives) and associated input data sources (e.g., GDP, electricity
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production, energy consumption) are more consistent with one another, (ii) the future
change in socio-economic development is relatively stable so that the change is rather
insensitive to the different methodological approaches of the models, and (iii) the input
variable of total electricity production (which does not increase as strongly as in the
developing world) dominates the calculation of (sub-)sectoral water use intensity for5

the three models. In addition, another important reason is that data availability is also
higher in industrialized countries, where global water models produce their regression
equations calculating water use intensity based on data in these areas. Therefore, the
regressions are better fits in these areas and extrapolations to other areas, particularly
with extreme growth changes, will result in large extrapolation error.10

6 Conclusions and a way forward

Global water models use generic yet diverse approaches to estimate water use per sec-
tor. The results produced from our first global water use model intercomparison showed
a remarkable difference among the three global water models (H08, PCR-GLOBWB,
and WaterGAP) used in the WFaS “fast-track” analysis. Although we harmonized model15

drivers and assumptions on technological and structural changes, the ensemble pro-
jections of water use showed a large variability across the models until 2050 and the
spread was much larger in the industrial sector compared to the domestic sector. At
the global level the signal of changes in future water use from the water models is
as strong as the signal from the three scenarios employed. Although there is a high20

degree of variability across models and scenarios, all projections indicate significant
increases in future industrial and domestic water uses. Despite potential model and
data limitations, the WFaS initiative advances an important step beyond earlier work
by attempting to account more realistically for the nature of human water use behavior
in the 21st century and to identify associated uncertainties and data gaps. Our results25

can be applied to assess future sustainability of water use under envisaged population
growth and socio-economic developments.
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Below we address future perspectives for global water use model intercomparisons
and possible improvements for a next step of model and study development.

1. The estimates are currently helping to identify hot spots where further investiga-
tion is needed, and in some cases may be used to test the implications of broad
management and policy options, such as efficiency improvements.5

2. The coarseness of current estimates and assumptions lead to a higher uncertainty
in model results in some areas (e.g., Africa), and thus makes it more difficult to
identify a robust solution with respect to water management options and where
these are most needed.

3. As greater demands are placed on regions where water resources become in-10

creasingly scarce, we will need to improve our estimates to better assess the
costs and benefits of a variety of water, energy, and land management strategies.

4. With respect to input data driver a breakdown of SSP scenarios for GDP pro-
jections in key sectors (agriculture, industry, services) would be very useful for
improving the linkages between economic growth and water use.15

5. For sub-sectoral differentiation, additional scenario assumptions and drivers are
required which are so far not part of the socio-economic scenario development
and need to be derived from expert and/or stakeholder consultation.

6. So far, global water use models are driven by socio-economic variables, which
probably do not totally reflect the development of water uses in the domestic and20

industrial sectors.

7. Current water use modeling approaches can be improved in the following ways:

– Harmonize the reference dataset for a starting year under the present condi-
tions.
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– Disaggregate the industrial sector into thermal electricity, manufacturing, and
other sub-sectors (e.g., agro-industries) to incorporate the future dynamics
of sub-sectoral water use.

However, both of these will require gathering more accurate information on
present day water use (locations and quantities of water demands and technolo-5

gies used), especially in countries where data is not available so far (close data
gaps), so that agreement can be reached on the quality of input data and the
various approaches can be tested and verified against measured data.

Finally, we note that currently not enough information is available to validate the wa-
ter use modeling approaches consistently across the globe. Thus our object is not to10

assess which method or model provides better performance. We can only evaluate
whether the resulting projections are reasonable, given the set of input data and as-
sociated scenario assumptions. Further analysis would be to contrast the change in
future water use against available renewable water resource per country in order to as-
sess realistic growth of future water use given projected economic development (e.g.,15

GDP).

Appendix A: Model descriptions

A1 H08

A brief description of the water use submodel in the H08 model is presented here.
A more detailed description is found in Hanasaki et al. (2006, 2008a, b, 2010, 2013a,20

b).
Industrial water withdrawal of individual country (I) (m3 yr−1) is modeled as

I = ELC×
(
iind,t0 + sind, cat × (t− t0)

)
(A1)
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where ELC is electricity production (MWh), t0 is the base year, iind,t0 is the industrial

water intensity (m3 yr−1 MWh−1) at t0, and sind, cat is the slope, or the rate of annual
improvement in water intensity. The subscript cat indicates the three categories of in-
dustrial development stage. Industrial water withdrawal includes both manufacturing
use and energy production. Therefore, iind,t0 could be substantially higher if it included5

hydropower generation.
Municipal water withdrawal (M; m3 yr−1) is modeled as

M = POP×
(
imun,t0 + smun, cat × (t− t0)

)
×0.365 (A2)

where POP is the population (number of individuals), imun,t0 is the municipal water

intensity for the base year (Lday−1 person−1), smun, cat is slope, and the multiplier 0.36510

is applied for unit conversion.
The performance of H08 has been assessed in earlier publications (Hanasaki et al.,

2006, 2008a, b, 2010, 2013a, b). Hanasaki et al. (2013a) applied the industrial and
municipal water withdrawal models for 16 and 21 countries and showed that the models
reasonably reproduced the historical variation in water withdrawal.15

A2 PCR-GLOBWB

A brief description of the water use calculation in the PCR-GLOBWB model is provided
here. A more detailed description is found in Wada et al. (2011a, b; 2013a, 2014a, b).

The calculation of Industrial and households’ water demand considers the change in
population, socio-economic and technological development. Gridded industrial water20

demand data for 2000 is obtained from Shiklomanov (1997), WRI (1998), and Vörös-
marty et al. (2005). To calculate time series of industrial water demand, the gridded
industrial water demand for 2000 is multiplied with water use intensities calculated
with an algorithm developed by Wada et al. (2011a, b). The algorithm (Eqs. A3–A5)
calculates country-specific economic development based on four socio-economic vari-25

ables: Gross Domestic Product (GDP), electricity production, energy consumption, and
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household consumption. Associated technological development per country was then
approximated by energy consumption per unit electricity production, which accounts
for industrial restructuring or improved water use efficiency.

IWDcnt,t = EDevcnt,t ×TDevcnt,t × IWDcnt,t0 (A3)

EDevent,t = average

( GDPpc,t

GDPpc,t0

)0.5

,

(
ELpc,t

ELpc,t0

)0.5

,

(
ENpc,t

ENpc,t0

)0.5

,

(
HCpc,t

HCpc,t0

)0.5


(A4)

5

TDevcnt =

(
ENpc,t

ELpc,t

)
/

(
ENpc,t0

ELpc,t0

)
(A5)

Where IWD is industrial water demand, EDevcnt is economic development, TDev
is technological development. GDP, EL, EN and HC are cross domestic production,
electricity production, Energy consumption and household consumption, respectively.
pc and cnt are per capita and per country. t and t0 represents year and base year10

respectively. Thus IWDcnt,t0 is industrial water demand for year 2000.
Household water demand is estimated multiplying the number of persons in a grid

cell with the country-specific per capita domestic water withdrawal. The daily course of
household water demand is calculated using daily air temperature as a proxy (Wada
et al., 2011a). Water use intensity for household water demand is calculated as:15

DWDcnt,y = POPcnt,y ×EDevcnt,y ×TDevcnt,y ×DWUIcnt,t0 (A6)

Where DWD is domestic water demand, POP is national population and DWUI is
domestic water use intensity. DWUIcnt,t is the country per capita domestic water with-
drawals in 2000 which were taken from the FAO AQUASTAT data base and Gleick
et al. (2009), and multiplied with EDevcnt and TDev to account for economic and tech-20

nological development.
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A3 WaterGAP

The global water model WaterGAP (Water – Global Assessment and Prognosis) is
a grid-based, integrative assessment tool to examine the current state of global fresh-
water resources and to assess potential impacts of global change in the water sector.
Its capabilities to simulate water availability and water use have been well tested in var-5

ious scenario assessments including the Global Environment Outlook reports GEO-
4/5, the State of the European Environment report, and the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment. The WaterGAP modelling framework consists of three main components:
a global hydrology model to simulate the terrestrial water cycle (Döll et al., 2012; Müller
Schmied et al., 2014), five sectoral water use models (Flörke et al., 2013) to estimate10

water withdrawals and water consumption of the domestic, thermal electricity produc-
tion, manufacturing, and agricultural sectors, a and large-scale water quality model
(Reder et al., 2015). A brief description of the water use calculation in the WaterGAP
model is described here. A more detailed description is given in Flörke et al. (2013).

Spatially distributed sectoral water withdrawals and consumption are simulated for15

the five most important water use sectors: irrigation, livestock, industry, thermal elec-
tricity production, and households and small businesses. Countrywide estimates of
water use in the manufacturing and domestic sectors are calculated based on data
from national statistics and reports and are then allocated to grid cells within the coun-
try based on the geo-referenced population density and urban population maps (Klein20

Goldewijk, 2005; Klein Goldewijk et al., 2010) as described in Flörke et al. (2013).
WaterGAP estimates domestic water demand based on population and domestic

water use intensity (m3 capita−1 yr−1) that reflects structural and technological change.
Structural change is described by a sigmoid curve, assuming that water use intensity
increases along average income increase, but eventually either stabilizes or declines25

after a certain level. They use regional and national curves depending on data avail-
ability. Concept of technological change takes improvement of water use efficiency into
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account.

DWD = MSWI×Pop×TC (A7)

MSWI = MSWImin +
MSWImax

1−e−rd

(
GDP
pop

)2
(A8)

Where, DWD is domestic water demand (UNIT), MSWI is municipal structural water
intensity (UNIT), TC is technological change rate, rd is curve parameter which is de-5

termined iteratively to optimally fit dataset, Pop is population, GDP is gross domestic
product. In order to determine parameters, historical data of national statistics includ-
ing environmental reports are used. GDP per country is given mainly from the World
Bank’s World Development Indicators. National population numbers are derived from
the World Bank’s World Development Indicators and the United Nations Population10

Division (http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/).
WaterGAP estimates the thermoelectric water demand separately from manufactur-

ing water demand. The amount of cooling water withdrawn and consumed for thermal
electricity production is determined by multiplying the annual thermal electricity pro-
duction with the water use intensity of each power station, respectively (see Eq. 3).15

Input data on location, type and size of power stations are based on the World Electric
Power Plants Data Set 2004. The water use intensity is impacted by the cooling system
and the source of fuel of the power station. Four types of fuels (biomass and waste,
nuclear, natural gas and oil, coal and petroleum) with three types of cooling systems
(tower cooling, once-through cooling, ponds) are distinguished (Flörke et al., 2013).20

The manufacturing module presents country level water demand as a function of the
manufacturing gross value added (GVA) (see Eq. 4).
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Appendix B: Hydro-Economic (HE) classification for use in water scenario
analysis

The global quantitative WFaS scenario assessment targets potentials, stressors and
their interdependencies of the different water sectors affecting the earth ecosystems
and the services they provide. A global assessment is essential in view of the increas-5

ing importance of global drivers such as climate change, economic globalization or
safeguarding biodiversity. Developing a new systems approach to the water scenario
futures of the WFaS initiative necessitates maintaining a global perspective while en-
suring sufficient regional detail to identify appropriate future pathways and solutions
(Fischer et al., 2015).10

Following Grey’s approach (Grey et al., 2013) to consider water security in a risk
framework entails quantifying economic capacity and, often closely related, viable in-
stitutions for managing watersheds on the one hand and the prevailing natural condi-
tions affecting the hydrology of water systems and water use on the other hand. Both
dimensions, socio-economics and hydrological complexity are in principle quantifiable15

using appropriate proxies. The HE classification is derived from two broad dimensions
representing (i) a country’s economic and institutional capacity to address water chal-
lenges and (ii) each country’s magnitude/complexity of water challenges in terms of
water availability and variability within and across years. For each country two nor-
malized compound indicators are calculated from a number of component indicators,20

including:
Economic-institutional coping capacity:

i. GDP per capita (purchasing power parity corrected) as a measure of economic
strength and financial resources that could be invested in risk management; and

ii. the Corruption Perception Index (CPI) indicator as a measure of institutional25

capacity to adopt good governance principles (efficiency, effectiveness, trans-
parency, accountability, inclusiveness, rule of law) in governance and manage-
ment of risks.
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Hydrological complexity:

i. Total renewable water resources per capita as a measure of water availability.

ii. Ratio of total water withdrawal to total renewable water resources availability as
a proxy for relative intensity of water use.

iii. The coefficient of variation over 30 years of monthly runoff as a proxy for both5

inter- and intra-annual variability of water resources.

iv. The share of external (from outside national boundaries) to total renewable water
resources as a measure for the dependency of external water resources

For details of the methodology for the calculation of indicators refer to Fischer
et al. (2015).10

Figure A1 presents a scatter plot of the two compound indicators calculated for 160
countries of the world for the year 2000. Countries with high HE development chal-
lenges are located towards the lower right corner of the scatter plot as their economic-
institutional coping capacity is low while at the same time their hydrological complexity
is high (e.g., Pakistan, Egypt, Sudan, Iraq). In contrast the upper left corner includes15

countries with high economic-institutional coping capacity and relatively low hydrolog-
ical complexity (e.g., USA, Japan, Germany, Canada). Over time countries will shift
their relative position in the scatter plot because of their demographic and economic
development but also because water resources may be affected by climate change.

For developing water scenario assumptions it is useful to group the countries into20

a few classes. In the WFaS “fast-track” analysis we divided the space of HE develop-
ment challenges into four quadrants (Fig. A2). For simplicity these are termed: Hydro-
Economic 1 or HE-1 (water secure, poor); HE-2 (water secure, rich); HE-3 (water
stress, rich); HE-4 (water stress, poor). Class HE-1 includes countries characterized
as low- to mid-income and regarded as having only moderate hydrological challenges.25

Class HE-2 denotes countries of mid to high income and with moderate hydrological
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challenges. Countries in class HE-3 have mid to high income and are facing substan-
tial hydrological challenges and finally class HE-4 comprises of countries with low to
mid income and substantial hydrological challenges, hence countries require large eco-
nomic development in a context of severe water challenges. Table A1 summarizes the
HE country classification results in terms of number of countries, area and population5

belonging to each of the four HE classes.
The HE classification is derived from two broad dimensions representing (i) a coun-

try’s economic and institutional capacity to address water challenges and (ii) each
country’s magnitude/complexity of water challenges in terms of water availability and
variability within and across years.10

Appendix C: Summary of SSP storylines and WFaS “fast-track” scenario
assumptions

Here we provide in bullet form a brief summary of the salient features that characterize
different shared socio-economic development pathways (SSPs) (O’Neill et al., 2015)
by scrutinizing each SSP narrative for developments relevant for water use in the re-15

spective sector (agriculture, industry, domestic), and indicate some implications this
may have for water use in each sector. This information together with the HE classes
(see Appendix Sect. B) was used to quantify WFaS “fast-track” scenario assumptions
(Table 4) as described below.

C1 Agricultural sector20

We indicate some implications the SSP narratives may have for the agricultural sector,
the use of rain-fed and irrigated land and for associated irrigation water withdrawal and
use.
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C1.1 SSP1: sustainability – taking the green road

– sustainability concerns; more stringent environmental regulation implemented

– rapid technological change

– energy efficiency and improved resource efficiency

– relatively low population growth; emphasis on education5

– effective institutions

– wide access to safe water

– emphasis on regional production

– some liberalization of agricultural markets

– risk reduction and sharing mechanisms in place10

The above general tendencies of development in the SSP1 World, which is grad-
ually moving towards sustainability, can be interpreted to have the following agricul-
ture/irrigation related implications:

– improved agricultural productivity and resource use efficiency

– quite rapid reduction of prevailing yield gaps toward environmentally sustainable15

and advanced technology yield levels

– improving nutrition with environmentally benign diets with lower per capita con-
sumption of livestock products

– enforced limits to groundwater over-exploitation

– large improvements of irrigation water use efficiency where possible20
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– reliable water infrastructure and water supply

– enhanced treatment and reuse of water

– concern for pollution reduction and water quality, implying widespread application
of precision farming and nutrient management

– risk management and related measures implemented to reduce and spread yield5

risks

C1.2 SSP2: middle of the road

– most economies are politically stable

– markets are globally connected but they function imperfectly

– slow progress in achieving development goals of education, safe water, health10

care

– technological progress but no major breakthroughs

– modest decline in resource use intensity

– population growth levels off in second half of century

– urbanization proceeds according to historical trends15

– consumption is oriented towards material growth

– environmental systems experience degradation

– significant heterogeneities exist within and across countries

– food and water insecurity remain in areas of low-income countries

– barriers to enter agricultural markets are reduced only slowly20
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– moderate corruption slows effectiveness of development policies

The SSP2 World is characterized by dynamics similar to historical developments.
This would imply continuation of agricultural growth paths and policies, continued pro-
tection of national agricultural sectors, and further environmental damages caused by
agriculture:5

– modest progress of agricultural productivity

– slow reduction of yield gaps especially in low-income countries

– increasing per capita consumption of livestock products with growing incomes

– persistent barriers and distortions in international trade of agricultural products

– no effective halt to groundwater over-exploitation10

– some improvements of water use efficiency, but only limited advances in low-
income countries

– some reduction of food insecurity due to trickle down of economic development

– food and water insecurity remain as problems in some areas of low-income coun-
tries15

– no effective measures to prevent pollution and degradation by agricultural prac-
tices; environmental risks caused by intensive application of fertilizers and agro-
chemicals, and intensive and concentrated livestock production systems

– only moderate success in reducing climate risks and vulnerability
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C1.3 SSP3: regional rivalry – a rocky road

– growing concerns about globalization and focus on national/regional issues and
interests

– markets (agriculture, energy) are protected and highly regulated

– global governance and institutions are weak5

– low priority for addressing environmental problems

– slow economic growth

– low investment in education and technology development

– poor progress in achieving development goals of education, safe water, health
care10

– increase in resource use intensity

– population growth low in developed, high in developing countries; overall large
increase

– urbanization proceeds slowly; disadvantaged continue to move to unplanned set-
tlements15

– serious degradation of environmental systems in some regions

– large disparities within and across countries

– weak institutions contribute to slow development

Development in the SSP3 World will lead to manifold problems in food and agricul-
ture, with implications for irrigation development and water challenges, characterized20

by:
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– poor progress with agricultural productivity improvements in low-income countries
due to lack of investment and education

– widespread lack of sufficient investment and capacity for yield gap reduction in
developing countries

– growing protection of national agricultural sectors and increasing agricultural trade5

barriers

– low priority to halt environmental degradation caused by agriculture (erosion, de-
forestation, poor nutrient management, water pollution and exploitation)

– widespread pollution and deterioration of ecosystems

– continued deforestation of tropical rain-forests10

– only modest improvements of irrigation water use efficiency

– persistent over-exploitation of groundwater aquifers

– widespread lack of access to safe water and sanitation

– unreliable water and energy supply for agricultural producers

– food and water insecurity persist as major problems in low-income countries15

– high population growth and insufficient development leave behind highly vulnera-
ble human and environmental systems

C1.4 SSP4: inequality – a divided road

– inequalities within and between countries increase; fragmentation increases

– wealth and income increasingly concentrate at the top20

– global governance and institutions are weak
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– public expenditures focus on and benefit a small, highly educated elite

– polarization creates a mixed world with income inequality increasing

– political and economic power becomes more concentrated in a small political and
business elite

– increasing price volatility in biomass and energy markets5

– well-educated elite induces technical progress and efficiency improvements

– a world that works well for the elite but where development stagnates or decreases
opportunities for those left behind

– low fertility in developed countries. High fertility and high urbanization in low and
middle income countries.10

– large disparities of incomes and well-being within and across countries

– poor access to institutions by the poor

– no adequate protection for those losing out in development; these groups lose
assets and livelihoods

Development in the SSP4 World creates a polarization and unequal societies with15

small and well-educated elites and a large share of poor and under-privileged citizens.
For agriculture/irrigation use this may imply:

– in part, the trend is towards large, technologically advanced and profitable farms.
Yet, at the same time also poor progress of agricultural productivity in low-income
farm households due to lack of investment and education20

– land and water grabbing to the benefit of elites and large international agro-
complexes
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– efficient irrigation systems used for profitable and internationally traded cash
crops. Little improvements in irrigation efficiencies of the low income farm sec-
tor

– in low-income countries, food and water insecurity persist as major problems out-
side the privileged elites5

– high population growth in developing countries and polarizing development leave
behind highly vulnerable rural systems

– no adequate protection for those losing out in development; these groups lose
assets and livelihoods

– co-existence of well-organized agricultural production and marketing chains, run10

by the elite, and wide-spread subsistence and landless dwellers in rural areas

C1.5 SSP5: fossil-fueled development – taking the highway

– world is developing rapidly, powered by cheap fossil energy

– economic success of emerging economies leads to convergence of incomes

– decline of income inequality within regions15

– world views oriented towards market solutions

– developing countries follow the development model of the industrial countries

– rapid rise in global institutions

– strong rule of law; lower levels of corruption

– accelerated globalization and high levels of international trade20

– policies emphasizing education and health
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– consumerism, resource-intensive status consumption, preference for individual
mobility

– population peaks and declines in 21st century

– strong reduction of extreme poverty

– very high global GDP; continued large role of manufacturing sector5

– all regions urbanize rapidly

– widespread technology optimism; high investments in technological innovations

– local environmental problems addressed effectively; however, lack of global envi-
ronmental concern and solutions

Development in the SSP5 World is rapid and based on consumerism, fossil energy,10

and fast technological progress. World views and policies are following an “economics
and development first” paradigm:

– agro-ecosystems become more and more managed in all world regions

– large increases in agricultural productivity; diffusion of resource-intensive man-
agement practices in agriculture15

– large improvements of irrigation water use efficiency

– enhanced treatment and reuse of water

– high per capita food consumption and meat-rich diets globally

– land and environmental systems are highly managed across the world

– large reduction of agricultural sector support measures20

– global agricultural markets are increasingly integrated and competitive
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– improved accessibility due to highly engineered infrastructures

– large-scale engineering of water infrastructure to manage and provide reliable
water supply

– economic use of land is given priority over nature protection and sustainability of
ecosystems5

C2 Industry sector

The size, structure and technologies applied in the electricity and manufacturing sector
and their impact on water use and water use intensities are closely linked to resource-
efficiency of the economy, implementation of environmental regulations, and progress
in water saving technologies.10

C2.1 SSP1: sustainability – taking the green road

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the ELECTRICITY sector

– reduced overall energy demand over the longer term

– lower energy intensity, with decreasing fossil fuel dependency

– relatively rapid technological change is directed toward environmentally friendly15

processes, including energy efficiency, clean energy technologies; favorable out-
look for renewables – increasingly attractive in the total energy mix

– strong investment in new technologies and research improves energy access

– advances alternative energy technologies

Implications for electricity water use intensity20
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– Reduction in energy demand will decrease the demand for water from the en-
ergy sector substantially even if world population, primary energy production, and
electricity generation were to increase.

– A shift away from traditional biomass toward less consumptive energy carriers,
as well as the changing energy mix in electricity generation could lead to water5

savings.

– A favorable outlook for renewables will cause big structural and efficiency shifts in
the choice of technology with variable consequences for water use intensity and
efficiency, depending on the renewable type. For example, an expanding output
of biofuels will lead to a rise in water consumption, whereas a shift towards pho-10

tovoltaic solar power or wind energy will lead to a decrease in water use intensity.

– Higher energy efficiency could translate into a relatively lower water demand, im-
provements in water quality, following high standards that commit industry to con-
tinually improving environmental performance.

– Overall, structural and technological changes will result in decreasing water use15

intensities in the energy sector. For example the widespread application of water-
saving technologies in the energy sector will significantly reduce the amount of
water used not only for fuel extraction and processing but also for electricity gen-
eration as well

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the MANUFACTURING sector20

– improved resource-use efficiency

– more stringent environmental regulations

– rapid technological change is directed toward environmentally friendly processes

– research and technology development reduce the challenges of access to safe
water25
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– risk reduction and sharing mechanism

Implications for manufacturing water use

– The importance of the manufacturing sector in the overall economy decreases
further due to the increasing importance of the non-resource using service sector.

– Manufacturing industries with efficient water use and low environmental impacts5

are favored and increase their competitive position against water intensive indus-
tries.

– Enhanced treatment, reuse of water, and water-saving technologies; widespread
application of water-saving technologies in industry.

C2.2 SSP2: middle of the road10

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the ELECTRICITY sector

– continued reliance on fossil fuels, including unconventional oil and gas resources

– stabilization of overall energy demand over the long run

– energy intensity declines, with slowly decreasing fossil fuel dependency

– moderate pace of technological change in the energy sector15

– intermediate success in improving energy access for the poor

Implications for electricity water use intensity

– reliance on fossil fuels may lead to only minor structural and efficiency shifts in
technology

– stabilization of overall energy demand over the long run will lead to little or no20

change in water demand for fuel extraction, processing and electricity generation
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– a decline in energy intensity will lower water demand

– a moderate pace in technological change will cause minor structural and efficiency
shifts in technology and ultimately water use intensity will change only slightly.

– Weak environmental regulation and enforcement trigger only slow technological
progress in water use efficiencies.5

– Regional stress points will increase globally. Power generation in regional stress
points will likely have to deploy more and more technologies fit for water-
constrained conditions to manage water-related risks, though this can involve
trade-offs in cost, energy output and project siting.

– In general, if historic trends remain the same, water use intensities will continue10

to decrease in the most developed regions. However, there will be slow progress
in Africa, Latin America and other emerging economics.

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the MANUFACTURING sector

– the SSP2 World is characterized by dynamics similar to historical developments

– moderate awareness of environmental consequences from natural resource use15

– modest decline in resource-intensity

– consumption oriented towards material-growth

– technological progress but no major breakthrough

– persistent income inequality (globally and within economies)

Implications for manufacturing water use20

– manufacturing GVA further declines in relative terms
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– moderate and regionally different decreases of manufacturing water use intensi-
ties

– following historic trends water use intensities further decrease in the most de-
veloped regions but less progress in Africa, Latin America and other emerging
economics5

– weak environmental regulation and enforcement trigger only slow technological
progress in water use efficiencies

C2.3 SSP3: regional rivalry – a rocky road

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the ELECTRICITY sector

– growing resource intensity and fossil fuel dependency10

– focus on achieving energy and food security goals within their own region

– barriers to trade, particularly in the energy resource and agricultural markets

– use of domestic energy results in some regions increase heavy reliance on fossil
fuels

– increased energy demand driven by high population growth and little progress in15

efficiency.

Implications for electricity water use intensity

– Barriers in trade may trigger slow technological progress in water use efficien-
cies. A moderate pace in technological change will cause minor structural and
efficiency shifts in technology and ultimately water use intensity will change only20

slightly.

– Reliance on fossil fuels may lead to only minor structural and efficiency shifts in
technology.
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– An increase in energy intensity will increase water demand where as little
progress in efficiency would trigger increased water demand as energy use in-
tensifies.

– Weak environmental regulation and enforcement hamper technological progress
in water use efficiencies, hence very low progress in water-saving technologies.5

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the MANUFACTURING sector

– low priority for addressing environmental problems

– resource-use intensity is increasing

– low investment in education and technological development

– persistent income inequality (globally and within economies)10

– weak institutions and global governance

Implications for manufacturing water use

– manufacturing GVA in relative terms (% of GDP) declines slower than historic
trends

– weak environmental regulation and enforcement hamper technological progress15

in water use efficiencies

– very low progress in water-saving technologies

– water use intensities increase only marginally, primarily in the most developed
regions
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C2.4 SSP4: inequality – a road divided

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the ELECTRICITY sector

– Oligopolistic structures in the fossil fuel market leads to underinvestment in new
resources.

– Diversification of energy sources, including carbon-intensive fuels like coal and5

unconventional oil, but also low-carbon energy sources like nuclear power, large-
scale CSP, large hydroelectric dams, and large biofuel plantations.

– A new era of innovation that provides effective and well-tested energy technolo-
gies.

– Renewable technologies benefit from the high technology development.10

Implications for electricity water use intensity

– A move towards more water intensive power generation will lead to a rise in water
consumption. However, new technologies in processing primary energy, espe-
cially in the thermal electricity generation as well as an increased use of renew-
able energy and improved energy efficiency will have an impact on water savings.15

– Rapid technical progress could trigger water efficiency improvements in the en-
ergy sector, which then will translate into a decrease in water use intensities.
However the progress will be mainly in richer regions, whereas the energy sector
in low income counties may stagnate, with little progress in decreasing water use
intensities.20

– Regional stress points will increase globally. Power generation in regional stress
points will likely have to deploy more and more technologies fit for water-
constrained conditions to manage water-related risks, though this can involve
trade-offs in cost, energy output and project siting.
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– For additional implication: ref. implications for both SSP 1 and 2 depending on the
energy path. Continued use of nuclear power and large scale CSPs, for instance,
will intensify water use.

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the MANUFACTURING sector

– Increasing inequality in access to education, a well educated elite.5

– Rapid technological progress driven by well-educated elite.

– Persistent income inequality (globally and within economies).

– Labor intensive, low tech economy persists in lower income, poorly educated re-
gions.

Implications for manufacturing water use10

– Manufacturing GVA in relative terms (% of GDP) declines in economically rich
regions but decreases very slow in poorer regions.

– Rapid technical progress triggers water efficiency improvements in manufactur-
ing. However the progress is mainly implemented in rich regions.

– The manufacturing sector in low income, poorly educated regions stagnates with15

little progress in decreasing water use intensities.

C2.5 SSP5: fossil-fueled development – taking the highway

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the ELECTRICITY sector

– Adoption of energy intensive lifestyles.

– Strong reliance on cheap fossil energy and lack of global environmental concern.20

– Technological advancements in fossil energy means more access to unconven-
tional sources.
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– Alternative energy sources are not actively pursued.

Implications for electricity water use intensity

– The structure of the energy sector is driven by market forces, with water intensive
energy sources and technologies persisting into the future. Nevertheless, a rapid
technological change may lower water use intensities.5

– The combined effect of structural and technological changes results in only mod-
erate decreases in manufacturing water use intensities.

– The development of unconventional oil and gas resources, which also raises no-
table water-quality risks, will increase water use intensity in the energy sector,
especially for fuel extraction and processing.10

– Regional stress points will increase globally. Power generation in regional stress
points will likely have to deploy more and more technologies fit for water-
constrained conditions to manage water-related risks, though this can involve
trade-offs in cost, energy output and project siting.

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the MANUFACTURING sector15

– A continued large role of the manufacturing sector.

– Adoption of the resource and energy intensive lifestyle around the world.

– Robust growth in demand for services and goods.

– Technology, seen as major driver for development, drives rapid progress in en-
hancing technologies for higher water use efficiencies in the industrial sector.20

– Local environmental impacts are addressed effectively by technological solutions,
but there is little proactive effort to avoid potential global environmental impacts.

Implications for manufacturing water use
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– Manufacturing GVA in relative terms (% of GDP) declines only slowly.

– The structure of the manufacturing sector is driven by economics with water in-
tensive manufacturing industries persisting into the future.

– Yet, there is rapid technological change in the manufacturing industry contributing
also to lowering the manufacturing water use intensities.5

– The combined effect of structural and technological changes results in only mod-
erate decreases in manufacturing water use intensities.

C3 Domestic sector

Extents of domestic water use primarily depend on population size and economic
strength. Drivers for water use intensity (i.e. per capita water use) include access to10

water, behavior and technology applied for the different domestic water use compo-
nents (drinking water, shower/bath, toilet, laundry, outdoor water use).

C3.1 SSP1: sustainability – taking the green road

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the domestic sector

– Inequality reduction across and within economies.15

– Effective and persistent cooperation and collaboration across the local, national,
regional and international scales and between public organizations, the private
sector and civil society within and across all scales of governance.

– Policies shift to optimize resource use efficiency associated with urbanizing
lifestyles.20

– Consumption and investment patterns change towards resource efficient
economies.
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– Civil society helps drives the transition from increased environmental degradation
to improved management of the local environment and the global commons.

– Research and technology development reduce the challenges of access to safe
water.

– Emphasis on promoting higher education levels, gender equality, access to health5

care and to safe water, and sanitation improvements.

– Investments in human capital and technology lead to a relatively low population.

– Better-educated populations and high overall standards of living confer resilience
to societal and environmental changes with enhanced access to safe water, im-
proved sanitation, and medical care.10

Implications for domestic water use

– Management of the global commons (including water) will slowly improve as co-
operation and collaboration of local, national, and international organizations and
institutions, the private sector, and civil society becomes enhanced.

– Decreasing population will ease the pressure on scarce water resources.15

– Increasing environmental awareness in societies around the world will favor tech-
nological changes towards water saving technologies.

– Industrialized countries support developing countries in their development goals
by providing access to human and financial resources and new technologies.

– Achieving development goals will reduce inequality both across and within coun-20

tries with implications for improving access to and water quality in poor house-
holds especially the urban slums.

– Higher levels of education will in poor urban slums improve awareness about
household water management practices and in rich households induce behavioral
changes towards using efficient water use.25
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C3.2 SSP2: middle of the road

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the domestic sector

– Moderate awareness of the environmental consequences of choices when using
natural resources.

– Relatively weak coordination and cooperation among national and international5

institutions, the private sector, and civil society for addressing environmental con-
cerns.

– Education investments are not high enough to rapidly slow population growth.

– Access to health care and safe water and improved sanitation in low-income coun-
tries makes unsteady progress.10

– Gender equality and equity improve slowly.

– Consumption is oriented towards material growth.

– Conflicts over environmental resources flare where and when there are high levels
of food and/or water insecurity.

– Growing energy demand lead to continuing environmental degradation.15

Implications for domestic water use

– Weak environmental awareness trigger slow water security and progress in water
use efficiencies.

– Global and national institutions lack of cooperation and collaboration make slow
progress in achieving sustainable development goals.20

– Growing population and intensity of resource aggravates degradation of water
resources.
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– Access to health care, safe water, and sanitation services are affected by popula-
tion growth and heterogeneities within countries.

– Conflicts over natural resources access and corruption trigger the effectiveness
of development policies.

C3.3 SSP3: regional rivalry – a rocky road5

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the domestic sector

– Societies are becoming more skeptical about globalization.

– Countries show a weak progress in achieving sustainable development goals.

– Environmental policies have a very little importance.

– Weak cooperation among organizations and institutions.10

– Global governance, institutions and leadership are relatively weak in addressing
the multiple dimensions of vulnerability.

– Low investments in education and in technology increases socioeconomic vulner-
ability.

– Growing population and limited access to health care, safe water and sanitation15

services challenge human and natural systems.

– Gender equality and equity change little over the century.

– Consumption is material intensive and economic development remains stratified
by socioeconomic inequalities.

Implications for domestic water use20

– National and regional security issues foster stronger national policies to secure
water resources access and sanitation services.
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– Material-intensive consumption triggers higher levels of domestic water use.

– Limited development in human capital results in inefficient use of water for house-
holds, especially in increasing urban slums.

– National rivalries between the countries slow down the progress towards devel-
opment goals and increases competition for natural resources.5

– Rational management of cross-country watersheds is hampered by regional ri-
valry and conflicts over cross-country shared water resources increase.

C3.4 SSP4: inequality – a road divided

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the domestic sector

– Increasing inequalities and stratification both across and within countries.10

– Limited environmental awareness and very little attention given to global environ-
mental problems and their consequences for poorer social groups.

– Power becomes more concentrated in a relatively small political and business
elite.

– Vulnerable groups lack the capacity and resources to organize themselves to15

achieve a higher representation in national and international institutions.

– Low income countries lag behind and in many cases struggle to provide adequate
access to water, sanitation and health care for the poor.

– Economic uncertainty leads to relatively low fertility and low population growth in
industrialized countries.20

– In low-income countries, large cohorts of young people result from high fertility
rates.
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– People rely on local resources when technology diffusion is uneven.

– Socioeconomic inequities trigger governance capacity and challenge progress
towards sustainable goals.

– Challenges to land use management and to adapt to environmental degradation
are high.5

Implications for domestic water use

– Although water saving technologies have been developed in high income areas,
low income countries cannot benefit as they lack financial resources for invest-
ments.

– This result in prevailing unequal access to clean drinking water and sanitation.10

– Such inequalities are especially large in in the growing urban conglomerates.

– As social cohesion degrades conflict and unrest over uneven distribution of scarce
clean water resources become increasingly common, especially in mega-cities.

– As the poor and vulnerable lack capacity to organize themselves, they have little
opportunities to access water resources and security.15

C3.5 SSP5: Fossil-fueled development – taking the highway

Elements of the SSP storyline relevant for the domestic sector

– Global economic growth promotes robust growth in demand for services and
goods.

– Developing countries aim to follow the fossil- and resource-intensive development20

model of the industrialized countries.

– Rise in global institutions and global coordination.
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– Social cohesion, gender equality and political participation are strengthened re-
sulting in a gradual decrease of social conflicts.

– Higher education and better health care accelerate human capital development.

– Investments in technological innovation are very high.

– While local environmental impacts are addressed effectively by technological so-5

lutions, there is relatively little effort to avoid potential global environmental im-
pacts due to a perceived tradeoff with progress on economic development.

– Environmental consciousness exists on the local scale, and is focused on end-
of-pipe engineering solutions for local environmental problems that have obvious
impacts on well-being, such as air and water pollution particularly in urban set-10

tings.

Implications for domestic water use

– Access to water and management of domestic water use becomes more and
more widespread in all world regions.

– Development policies combined with rapid economic development, lead to15

a strong reduction of extreme poverty and significantly improved access to safe
drinking water and piped water access.

– Large improvements in water use efficiencies of household water appliances (toi-
lets, shower).

C4 Qualitative and quantitative assessment20

C4.1 Technological change rates

A technological change (almost) always leads to improvements in the water use effi-
ciency and thereby decreases water use intensities in the industry (includes electricity
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and manufacturing) and domestic water use sectors. Water use intensities describe
the amount of water required to produce a unit of electricity (m3/GJ) or manufactur-
ing (m3/Gross Value Added in Manufacturing). In the domestic sector technology in-
fluences the volume of water required for specific domestic uses (e.g. toilet, washing
machine, dishwasher, shower). Water use intensities decrease with the availability and5

speed of introduction of new technologies.
Technological change is an integral part of the economy of a country or region. The

legal, institutional, education and financial systems determine the potential for innova-
tion and their implementation. Against this background we argue that the interpretation
of technological change in the context of SSPs and position of individual countries in10

HE classes is similar in the industry and domestic sector. Therefore the qualitative and
quantitative scenario assumptions specified in Sect. 2.3 are also valid for the domestic
sector. This approach is compatible with global water use models, which apply similar
technological change rates for the industry and domestic sector.

We first rate qualitatively the level of technological improvement separate for the five15

SSPs and four HE regions (Table A2).
Technological change in the SSP storylines: strong investments in new technol-

ogy and research including technologies directed toward environmentally friendly pro-
cesses are key in the narratives of SSP1, 4, and 5. In SSP1 and SSP5 technological
progress disseminates globally although driven by different incentives. While the sus-20

tainability paradigm of SSP1 seeks global use of enhanced technologies, the SSP5
economic development priorities favor water-efficient technologies as the cheapest op-
tion. In contrast in the SSP4 narrative the technological progress developed by well-
educated elites can often not be implemented by poor regions lacking access to in-
vestment capital. Overall we assess the elite-induces technological progress (in SSP4)25

as somewhat lower compared to the sustainability (SSP1) and market-driven (SSP5)
technological progress. In SSP2 technological changes proceed at moderate pace, but
lack fundamental breakthroughs. In SSP3 low investments in both R&D and education
result in only slow progress in technological changes.
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Technological change in the HE regions: limited access to investment in the poor
countries of the HE regions HE-1 and HE-4 is a major barrier for the implementation
of new technologies. However the difficult hydro-climatic conditions in HE-4 force even
poor countries to spend some of their limited available capital for implementing new
technologies leading to higher progress in technological change compared to HE-15

where water is abundant. The rich countries of HE-2 and HE-3 have the economic
and institutional potential to invest in and transfer to state-of-the-art technologies. Yet,
in countries of the water-scarce region HE-3 the urgency to implement water-saving
technologies result in stronger decreases of water use intensities driven by technolog-
ical improvements compared to HE-2, which would also have the means to implement10

new technologies but lack the incentive due to sufficient water resources.
Combine SSP and HE: second we regroup the combinations of the SSP and HE rat-

ings into seven groups A to E indicating a decreasing speed of technological progress.
A signifies the highest decreases in water use intensities due to technological changes
and E the lowest decreases, i.e. water use efficiencies improve fastest in A and slow-15

est in E. Assigning of the combined SSP, HE ratings to a group depends on the weight
attached to the first-order SSP and HE ratings. The global dissemination of techno-
logical progress in SSP1 and SSP5 suggests to weigh the SSP higher compared to
the first-order HE ratings (“SSP dominant”). Moreover SSP1 seeks development path-
ways directed towards reducing inequality globally. In contrast SSP3 and SSP4 are20

characterized by fragmentation and large disparities across countries and we therefore
assign for the scenario assumptions a higher importance to the HE rating compared
to the SSP rating (“HE dominant”). For SSP2 we assume an equal importance of the
SSP and HE ratings (“SSP as HE”).

Finally we apply quantified annual efficacy change rates (Table A3) for each of the25

five combinations of SSP and HE classification using a range of historically observed
technological change rates (Flörke et al., 2013).
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C4.2 Structural changes

Manufacturing sector

Structural changes in manufacturing water use intensities depend on the one hand on
the overall structure of a country’s economy. On the other hand the type of industry
employed for earning GVA in the manufacturing sector determines amounts of wa-5

ter demand. For example in the US the five most water-intensive non-agricultural or
non-power generation industries include forest products (esp. pulp and paper), steel,
petroleum, chemicals, and food processing. Other water intensive manufacturing sec-
tors include textile production (for dyeing or bleaching) and semiconductor manufactur-
ing. Structural changes also result from geographical shifts in production chains, e.g.10

installation of technologies from western countries in developing countries or Western
countries sourcing out their industries.

The WFaS “fast-track” does not consider assumptions for structural change in the
manufacturing sector due to a lack of sector specific economic modeling consistent
with SSP storylines. However, in some global water models (e.g., WaterGAP), manu-15

facturing water use intensity is correlated with economic development, i.e. water use
intensity is lower in countries with higher GDP per capita.

Electricity sector

The vast majority of water used in the energy sector is for cooling at thermal power
plants, as water is the most effective medium for carrying away huge quantities of20

waste heat. Water withdrawals for cooling depend on fuel type and cooling technol-
ogy. For example, nuclear power plants require larger water withdrawals per unit of
electricity produced compared to fossil powered plants. Gas-fired power plants are the
least water intensive. There are three basic types of cooling technology in use: once-
through-cooling, recirculation (tower) cooling, and dry cooling. The latter is the least25

water intensive from both water withdrawal and consumption point of view but also
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the least energy efficient (Koch and Vögele, 2009). By changing the cooling system of
power plants from once-through systems to closed circuit systems, the vulnerability of
power plants to water shortages can be reduced.

In general, a power plant’s lifetime is about 35 to 40 years (Markewitz and Vögele,
2001). When economies have sufficient investment potential (i.e. in HE-2 andHE-3) or5

the societal paradigm strives for resource-efficient economies (as in SSP1) we assume
an improved water use efficiency due to structural changes. In these scenarios, power
plants are replaced after a service life of 40 years by plants with modern water-saving
tower-cooled technologies. Such replacement policy is in line with the EU’s policy on
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) (Commission, 2008). In addition all10

new power plants are assumed to have tower-cooling.

Domestic sector

Structural changes in the domestic sector refer to the number of people having access
to water sources and behavior. Only in SSP1 (Sustainability Scenario), we assume by
2050 a 20 % reduction in domestic water use intensity due to behavioral changes. The15

WFaS “fast-track” applied global water use models calculate domestic water use at the
national level where access to safe drinking water is not considered.

Appendix D: Additional analyses

Figures A3 to A6.
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Table 1. Previous studies to simulate global irrigation water demand (IWD).

Climate input Reference Irrigated area Crop Crop calendar Additional
evapotranspiration components

Döll and Siebert CRU TS 1.0 Priestley and Taylor Döll and Paddy Optimal growth Irrigation efficiency
(2002) (New et al., 2000) Siebert (2000) Non-paddy Cropping intensity

Haddeland et al. Adam et al. (2006) FAO Siebert et al. 1 crop class Optimal growth Irrigation
(2006) Penman–Monteith (2005) efficiency

(Allen et al., 1998)

Hanasaki et al. ISLSCP FAO Döll and Paddy Optimal growth Irrigation
(2006) (Meeson et al., 1995) Penman–Monteith Siebert (2000) Non-paddy efficiency

Fischer et al. CRU TS 1.0 FAO Siebert et al. 4 crop AQUASTAT Future
(2007) HadCM3 Penman–Monteith (2005) classes Optimal growth socio-economic

CSIRO development (A2r)

Rost et al. CRU TS 2.1 Gerten et al. (2007): Siebert et al. 11 crop Simulate IPOT and ILIM
(2008) (Mitchell and Jones, Priestley and Taylor (2007) classes vegetation/crop Green water use

2005) Evans (1997) pasture growth by LPJmL Irrigation
(Bondeau et al., 2007) efficiency

Wisser et al. CRU TS 2.1CRU FAO Siebert et al. Monfreda Optimal growth Irrigation
(2008) NCEP/NCARNCEP Penman–Monteith (2005, 2007)FAO et al. (2008) efficiency

(Kalnay et al., 1996) Thenkabail et al. Flooding applied
(2006)IWMI to paddy irrigation

WaterGAP CRU TS 2.1 FAO Portmann et al. 26 crop Portmann Green water use
Siebert and Döll Penman–MonteithPM (2010) classes et al. (2010)
(2010) Priestley and TaylorPT Portmann et al.

(2010)

H08 NCC-NCEP/NCAR Bulk formula Siebert et al. Monfreda Simulate a cropping Irrigation
Hanasaki et al. reanalysis CRU corr. (Robock et al., 1995) (2005) et al. (2008) calendar by H08 efficiency Virtual
(2010) (Ngo-Duc et al., 2005) (Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b) water flow

Sulser et al. CRU TS 2.1 Priestley and Taylor Siebert et al. 20 crop FAO CROPWAT Future scenarios
(2010) (2007) classes with some (TechnoGarden,

(You et al., adjustments SRES B2
2006) HadCM3 climate)

PCR-GLOBWB CRU TS 2.1 FAO Portmann et al. 26 crop Portmann et al. (2010) Green water use
Wada et al. Penman–Monteith (2010) classes Siebert and Irrigation efficiency
(2011a, b) Portmann et al. (2010) Döll (2010)

Pokhrel et al. JRA-25 Reanalysis FAO Siebert et al. (2007) 18 crop SWIM model Energy balance
(2012a, b) (Kim et al., 2009; Penman–Monteith Freydank and Siebert classes (Krysanova Soil moisture deficit

Onogi et al., 2007) (2008) (Leff et al., 2004) et al., 1998) Preplanting
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Table 1. Continued.

IWD (km3 yr−1) Year Spatial
resolution

Döll and Siebert 2452 Avg. 0.5◦

(2002) 1961–1990

Haddeland et al. 1001 (Asia and US) Avg. 0.5◦

(2006) 1980–1999

Hanasaki et al. 2254 Avg. 0.5◦

(2006) 1987–1988

Fischer et al. 26302000 2000 0.5◦

(2007) 30902050 2050
32782080 2080

Rost et al. 2555IPOT Avg. 0.5◦

(2008) 1161ILIM 1971–2000

Wisser et al. 3000–3400CRU_FAO Avg. 0.5◦

(2008) 3700–4100CRU_IWMI 1963–2002
2000–2400NCEP_FAO

2500–3000NCEP_IWMI

WaterGAP 2099PM Avg. 0.083333◦

Siebert and Döll (2010) 2404PT 1998–2002

H08 1530 Avg. 0.5◦

Hanasaki et al. (2010) 1985–1999

Sulser et al. 31282000 2000 281 Food
(2010) 40602025 2025 Producing

43962050 2050 Units

PCR-GLOBWB 2057 Avg. 0.5◦

Wada et al. (2011a, b) 1958–2001

Pokhrel et al. 2158(±134) Avg. 1.0◦

(2012a, b) 2462 (±130) 1983–2007
2000
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Table 2. Summary of domestic water withdrawal estimation models in earlier studies.

References Model Drivers Parameters

Alcamo et al. (2003a, b) Time-series Population, GDP per capita Calibrated from time-series data

Flörke et al. (2013) regression by Population, GDP per capita

Wada et al. (2014a, b) individual countries Population Set from literature reviews and others

Hanasaki et al. (2013a, b) and regions

Shen et al. (2008) National regression Population, GDP per capita Calibrated at the year of 2000

Hayashi et al. (2013) at a single year

IMPACT National regression Population, GDP per capita, Literature reviews
income elasticity of demand
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Table 3. Assumptions applied in the WFaS “fast-track” scenario runs, deployed at country level.

WFaS “fast-track” Scenario SSP1
(Sustainability Quest)

SSP2
(Business as Usual)

SSP3
(Divided World)

WFaS Scenario Acronym SUQ BAU DIV

Socio-Economics
Population SSP1 (IIASA-VIC v9) SSP2 (IIASA-VIC v9) SSP3 (IIASA-VIC v9)

Urban population SSP1 (NCAR) SSP2 (NCAR) SSP3 (NCAR)

GDP SSP1 (OECD1 v9) SSP2 (OECD v9) SSP3 (OECD v9)

Value added in Manufacturing2

related GEO-4 scenario
SSP1 & UNEP-GEO4
“Sustainability First”

SSP2 & UNEP-
GEO4
“Markets First”

SSP3 & UNEP-
GEO4
“Security First”

Energy consumption (KTOE)3 SSP1-RCP4.5
(MESSAGE)

SSP2-RCP6.0
(MESSAGE)

SSP3-RCP6.0
(MESSAGE)

Electricity production (GWh)3 SSP1-RCP4.5
(MESSAGE)

SSP2-RCP6.0
(MESSAGE)

SSP3-RCP6.0
(MESSAGE)

Technological and Assumptions for technologic change rates interpret the respective SSP
structural changes narrative, differentiated by a country’s socio-economic ability to cope with

water-related risks and its exposure to hydrologic challenges. The latter
was achieved by grouping countries into “hydro-economic classes”
(assumption details in Table 4)

1 OECD Env-Growth Model. 2 This is only required for WaterGAP. The share of manufacturing gross value added in total GDP is taken
from the UNEP GEO4 Driver Scenarios distributed by International Futures (pardee.du.edu). 3 Preliminary results (October 2013) from
from IIASA – MESSAGE-MACRO model consistent with population and GDP projections for each SSP. The MESSAGE model (Model for
Energy Supply Strategy Alternatives and their General Environmental Impact) generated results for 23 regions, which were
disaggregated to country level using the distribution of population and GDP from the SSP database hosted at IIASA.
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Table 4. Scenario assumptions for technology and structural change in the industry and do-
mestic sector.

Hydro-Economic (HE) classification1

HE-1 HE-2 HE-3 HE-4
Socio-economic capacity to cope Low (poor) High (rich) High (rich) Low (poor)
with water-related risks
Exposure to hydrologic Low Low High High
complexity and challenges

ENERGY SECTOR WFaS “fast-track” Scenario
Technological change SSP1-SUQ 1.1 % 1.1 % 1.2 % 1.1 %
[annual change rate] SSP2-BAU 0.6 % 1.0 % 1.1 % 1.0 %
Structural change2 [change in SSP3-DIV 0.3 % 0.6 % 1.0 % 0.6 %
cooling system, i.e. from SSP1-SUQ 40 yr 40 yr 40 yr 40 yr
one-through to tower cooling] SSP2-BAU None 40 yr 40 yr 40 yr

SSP3-DIV None None 40 yr None

MANUFACTURING SECTOR
Technological change SSP1-SUQ 1.1 % 1.1 % 1.2 % 1.1 %
[annual change rate] SSP2-BAU 0.6 % 1.0 % 1.1 % 1.0 %

SSP3-DIV 0.3 % 0.6 % 1.0 % 0.6 %
Structural change [change in SSP1-SUQ Yes Yes Yes Yes
intensity over time relative to SSP2-BAU Yes Yes Yes Yes
GDP per capita] SSP3-DIV Yes Yes Yes Yes

DOMESTIC SECTOR
Technological change SSP1-SUQ 1.1 % 1.1 % 1.2 % 1.1 %
[annual change rate] SSP2-BAU 0.6 % 1.0 % 1.1 % 1.0 %

SSP3-DIV 0.3 % 0.6 % 1.0 % 0.6 %
Structural change3 SSP1-SUQ 20 % until 2050 20 % until 2050 20 % until 2050 20 % until 2050
[decrease over given time] SSP2-BAU None None None None

SSP3-DIV None None None None

1 The HE classification calculates for each country a compound indicator (values 0–1) for socioeconomic capacity to cope with water-related risks
(economic-institutional capacity) and their exposure to hydrologic challenges and complexity (hydrological complexity). In this way each country was
located in a two-dimensional space and grouped into four HE classes termed HE-1 to HE-4. 2 When economies have sufficient investment potential
(HE-2 and HE-3) or the societal paradigm strives for resource-efficient economies (SSP1) we assume power plants to be replaced after a service life of
40 years by plants with modern water-saving tower-cooled technologies. 3 Only in SSP1 (Sustainability Scenario), we assume by 2050 a 20 % reduction
in domestic water use intensity due to behavioral changes.
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Table A1. Number of countries, area and population belonging to the four hydro-economic (HE)
quadrants.

Number Area Population
of countries million km2 million people

HE-1 94 75.7 3443
HE-2 31 34.0 927
HE-3 9 2.7 91
HE-4 26 21.3 1643
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Table A2. The effect of technological changes on water use intensities in the industrial sector.

L M H M
socio-economic capacity poor rich rich poor
hydro-climatic complexity low low high high

HE-1 HE-2 HE-3 HE-4

H SSP1 Sustainability
(SSP dominant)

HL B HM B HH A HM B

M SSP2 Historic paths
(SSP as HE)

ML D MM C MH B MM C

L SSP3 Fragmentation
(HE dominant)

LL E LM D LH C LM D

M SSP4 Inequality
(HE dominant)

ML D MM C MH B MM C

H SSP5 Market first
(SSP dominant)

HL B HM B HH A HM B
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Table A3. Applied annual efficiency change rates.

A1 B C D E2

1.2 % 1.1 % 1 % 0.6 % 0.3 %

1 highet; 2 lowest.
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Figure 1. The interaction between the qualitative and quantitative scenario development in the
SAS approach (simplified from Alcamo, 2008).
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Figure 2. Ensemble of three global industrial water withdrawal projections calculated by the
global water models H08, WaterGAP (WatGAP), and PCR-GLOBWB (PCR) for the years 2010,
2020, 2030, 2040, and 2050 respectively under three SSP scenarios (SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3).
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Figure 3. Industrial water withdrawal projections for selected countries calculated by the global
water models H08, WaterGAP (WatGAP), and PCR-GLOBWB (PCR) for the year 2010, 2020,
2030, 2040, and 2050 respectively, under three SSPs scenarios (SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3). HE
denotes the hydro-economic classification (see Sect. B in the Appendix).
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Figure 4. Global domestic water withdrawal projections calculated by the global water models
H08, WaterGAP (WatGAP), and PCR-GLOBWB (PCR) for the year 2010, 2020, 2030, 2040,
and 2050 respectively under three SSPs scenarios (SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3).
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Figure 5. Domestic water withdrawal projections for selected countries calculated by the global
water models H08, WaterGAP (WatGAP), and PCR-GLOBWB (PCR) for the year 2010, 2020,
2030, 2040, and 2050 respectively under three SSPs scenarios (SSP1, SSP2, and SSP3). HE
denotes the hydro-economic classification (see Sect. B in the Appendix).
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Figure 6. Global maps of projected domestic water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP2 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations (CV).
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Figure 7. Global maps of projected industrial water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP2 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations.
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Figure A1. Hydro-economic (HE) classification of countries according to their level of hydro-
logical complexity (x axis) and their economic-institutional coping capacity (y axis).
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Figure A2. Hydro-economic (HE) quadrants for human-natural water development challenges.
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Figure A3. Global maps of projected domestic water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP1 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations (CV).
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Figure A4. Global maps of projected domestic water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP3 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations (CV).
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Figure A5. Global maps of projected industrial water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP1 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations.
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Figure A6. Global maps of projected industrial water withdrawals calculated by the global water
models H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP for the year 2010 and 2050 respectively under
the SSP3 scenario. Avr, Std, and Std/Avr denotes average, standard deviation, and coefficient
of variations.
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